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Abstract 

This report presents the results of a combined experimental and numerical study of the process 
of symmetrie merger of cyclonic vortices in a quasi-two-dimensional flow. The vortices in the 
laboratory experiments were created in a rotating tank, using the sink method. To avoid 
topographic effects of the curved free surface, a parabolically-shaped bottorn was used which 
copied the surface slope. 

For two successfullaboratory experiments, the results yield a critica! distance ratio dj R = 
4.1 ± 0.4 and dj R = 3. 7 ± 0.4 for merging to take place. The discrepancy between the values 
is explained by the changing vorticity distribution due to viscous effects and a non-identical 
initial vorticity distribution. 

The horizontal diffusion and the Ekman pumping effect were stuclied in relation to the 
cross-sectional area increase of the initial vortices. Both effects lead to a gradually increasing 
radius and a deformation of the vorticity distribution. This change in Rand the shape of the 
vortices, both affect the merger process and its critica! distance ratio. To study the changing 
vorticity distribution, Bessel vortices truncated at the first zero were used to initialize the 
viscous vortex flow in the numerical simulations. 

A 2D finite difference method was used to study the influence of horizontal diffusion. Hor
izontal diffusion cause the initial vortices to change: the monopoles show a tendency to 
transform into Lamb vortices. For the numerical merger experiments a critical distance ratio 
interval was found. This interval was bounded by the critical value for the initial Bessel 
vortices and by the value found for Lamb vortices. Both values found in the laboratory ex
periments lie within this interval. The simulations are thus consistent with the laboratory 
experiments. 

In the numerical simulations using the finite difference method, a linear Ekman model was 
used the study the pumping effect. This model indicated that the Ekman effect stimulates 
the merger process but also leads to a quick decay of the vortices. For a good quantitative 
simulation of a laboratory merger experiment the linear theory was found to fail. 

To study the origin of a critical distance ratio, numerical simulations were performed using 
the contour dynamics method and the point vortex model. Both models showed the formation 
of spiral arms and the exchange of fluid and vorticity between the two original vortices. In 
the contour dynamics model Bessel vortices were used to initialize the flow. These vort i ces 
were approximated by four vorticity patches each. The critical distance ratio for the process 
of merging determined with this method is consistent with the value found with the finite 
difference method. To be able to study the merger process using the point vortex model, the 
vortices were forced to approach each other. In spite of its simplicity, the point vortex model 
showed some essential features of the merger process. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduetion 

Research in geophysical fl uid dynamics mainly concerns the fundamental dynamica! concepts 
essential to an understanding of the large-scale phenomena in the atmosphere and the oceans. 
Large scale motions are those which are significantly influenced by theearth's rotation. There
fore, the study of the dynamics of large scale motions must include the Coriolis force to be 
geophysically relevant. Once the Coriolis force is included a host of subtie and fascinating 
dynamica! phenomena are possible. 

Large-scale geophysical flows are in good approximation two-dimensional. This two-dimens
ionality is caused by the planetary rotation and the density stratification of the atmosphere 
(due tothermal effects) and the oceans (due to a combination of temperature and salinity 
differences). In addition, theEarth's atmosphere and oceans can be considered as relatively 
thin layers of fluid, in which the motions are approximately 'horizontal', i.e. locally parallel 
to the Earth's surface. 

Coherent vortex structures play an important role in these two-dimensional large-scale 
flows. Examples of these vortex structures are high and low atmospheric pressure areas and 
the 'rings' shed from the Gulf Stream in the Atlantic Ocean. They play a significant role in the 
transport of heat, salinity, or pollutants. Insight in the dynamics of these large-scale motions 
are therefore relevant for a better understanding of the global elimate and the adveetion of 
pollutants, for instance, the atmospheric spreading of radioactive elements after the Chernobyl 
catastrophe (see e.g van Heijst (1993), Pedlosky (1987)). 

The absence of vortex stretching in 2D flows causes an energy transfer from smaller to 
larger scales. This phenomenon is known as the 'inverse energy cascade' and basically it is 
responsible for the merger of small vortex structures into vortices of an ever-increasing size. 
'Inverse' refers to the contrast with the more familiar behaviour of three-dimensional flows, 
where large structures are unstable and tend to break up into smaller and smaller ones, until 
their energy is dissipated by viscosity. One of the predominant mechanisms for the evolution 
of 2D flows is the merger of like-signed coherent vortices. When the distance between the two 
vortices is small enough, they merge into a monopolar vortex. Although the merger of two 
identical vortices (symmetrical merging) is a rare occurrence, it is essential for understanding 
the dynamics of this non-linear process. Therefore, the merging phenomenon has received 
considerable attention from experimentalists (Griffiths and Hopfinger (1987), Nuijten (1993)) 
as wellas through theoretica! and numerical investigations (Overman & Zabusky (1982), Me
lander et al. (1988), Carnevale et al. (1991a)) during the past decade. For a detailed review 
the reader is referred to Hopfinger & van Heijst (1993). 
In figure 1.1 an example is shown of the evolution of a 2D turbulent flow, calculated numeri
cally using the finite difference method. At T=5, the merger of like-signed vortices is clearly 
visible. 
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Initial vorticity distribution Vorticity distribution at T=S 

-3 -2 -l 0 4 -3 -2 -l 0 4 

Figure 1.1: Evolution of a 2D turbulent flow calculated using the finite difference 
metbod (source J . van Geffen; personal communication). 

The study of the merger process described in this thesis continues the preliminary work of 
Nuijten (1993) carried out at the Fluid Dynamics Labaratory of the Eindhoven University of 
Technology. The aim of the present workis to explore further several unanswered questions: 
How can we explain the merging behaviour of laboratory vortices? What are the consequences 
of viseaus effects on the merger process. 

In the laboratory experiments performed to study the phenomenon of merging, a rotating 
with water filled tank is used to obtain a quasi two-dimensional flow. In this tank a paraboli
cally shaped bottorn is placed to correct for the free surface deformation due to the rotation. 
The process of merging is also stuclied numerically using three two-dimensional models: the 
contour dynamics model, the point vortex model and the finite difference method. With the 
finite difference methad the merger process in viseaus fiows is investigated. Afterwards, also 
a linear Ekman model has been included in the numerical code to study the infiuence of the 
pumping of fiuid into the vortex structures on the merger process. 

The present report is organized as follows. In chapter 2 some aspects of the general theory 
of two-dimensional fiows are presented and an introduetion to the quasi-geostrophic model 
with a correction for the linear Ekman pumping effect is given. The results of laboratory 
merger experiments and the characteristics of laboratory manopalar vortices are discussed in 
chapter 3. The numerical simulations that have been performed, are described in chapter 4. 
Finally, in chapter 5, general conclusions and recommendations are given. 
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Chapter 2 

Theory 

2.1 Geophysical flows 

Basically, the motion of a viscous fluid can be described by the Navier-Stokes equation and 
the continuity equation. In geophysical fluid dynamics, the preserree of a background rotation 
affects the fluid motion. For such flows it is convenient to consider the motion relative to a 
frame that rotates steadily, with angular velocity n. Transformation to this corotating frame 
results in two extra terms for the acceleration: the Coriolis term and a term descrihing the 
centrifugal acceleration. 
The Navier Stokes-equation for the relative motion takes the following form: 

av ( ~ ) ~ ;:; ~ 1 ""P ""2 ~ -
8 

+ V· \7 V+ 2H X V=-- V +V V V. 
t p 

Here P, the reduced pressure, is defined as: 

where 0 is defined as 0 = nf. 

1 2 2 
p = p - p<I> grav - 2 pfl r ' 

(2.1) 

(2.2) 

To estimate the importance of each of the terms, it is useful to non-dimensionalise the 
equation using 

iJ 

t 

uE 
t 

n 
r Li, 

(2.3) 

with U and L typical velocity and length scales, respectively. Substituting these transformed 
variables in the Navier-Stokes equation (2.1) yields 

P = pDULP. (2.4) 

The non-dimensional N avier-Stokes equation can now be written as 

(2.5) 

In this equation two parameters are introduced: the Rossby number Ra and the Ekman 
number E. These numbers indicate the relative importance of the inertial and viscous forces 
compared to the Coriolis force, respectively. They are defined as: 

u 
Ra= DL 

3 

V 

E = nv· (2.6) 



Chapter 2. Theory 

The non-linear equation (2.5) can often be simplified. For example, under the assumption 
of a stationary flow with weak inertia (Ra « 1) and small viscous effects (E « 1), (2.5) is 
reduced to the so-called geostrophic balance equation: 

(2.7) 

This limiting case is relevant for geophysical fluid dynamics, since in many cases the large 
scale motions in the oceans and the atmosphere are approximately geostrophic (e.g. Pedlosky 
(1987)). Also insome laboratory experimentsin a rotating tank, equation (2.7) is relevant: 
Ro;:::::; 0.1 and E;:::::; 10-3 . 

After taking the curl of (2. 7) and applying a vector identity, one finds that 

a iJ 
äz = O. (2.8) 

This equation is known as the Taylor-Proudman theorem, which expresses that geostrophic 
flows are independent of the axial coordinate. In a laboratory experiment using a tank rotating 
around a vertical axis, the Taylor-Proudman theorem implies that in the geostrophic limit, 
there is no velocity in the vertical direction, and the velocity field is the same at every height. 
Therefore in the limiting case, zero normal velocity at the surface results in a flow that is 
two-dimensional. 

2.2 Vorticity equation for rotating fluids 

In some cases it is convenient to describe the flow in terms of the vorticity w = V' x iJ. The 
vorticity equation can be derived by taking the curl of (2.1) and using the the vector identity 
(iJ· V')iJ = w x iJ+ (! V2). We now find the vorticity equation: 

aw ~ ~ ~ V' P x V' P 2 _ 
-
8 

+ V' X ( ( W + 20) X V) = 2 + V V' W. 
t p 

(2.9) 

The first term on the right-hand side represents the effects due to variations in the density 
of the medium, the so-called baroclinic effects. In our case the density is a constant and 
therefore this term can be dropped. Rewriting the second term on the left-hand side of (2.9), 
by using the vector identity a x b x c = ( c. a)b- (b. a)c and the fact that the velocity field 
and the vorticity are both divergence free, yields the 3D incompressible vorticity equation for 
rotating fluids: 

(2.10) 

For two-dimensional flows the vorticity w has only a single component, and the vorticity 
equation thus takes a scalar form. In the case of a flow in a horizontal plane with velocity 
iJ= (u, v, 0), perpendicular to the axis of rotation (in accordance with (2.8) ), the vorticity w 
(with w = wk) is governed by: 

äw 2 at+ J(w, w) = vV' w (2.11) 

where J is the Jacobian operator and W the stream function, defined according to iJ = 
-k x V'llr: 

V'·v=o 
äw 

u=-
äy 

äw 
v=--

äx 
(2.12) 
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2.3. Self-organization 

By definition W satisfies 

(2.13) 

Note that w represents here the absolute vorticity, which is equal to the sum of the relative 
vorticity and the background vorticity: w = Wrel + 20. Equation (2.13) can only be solved 
if w = w( 1/J) is known. From the vorticity equation (2.11) it is inferred that steady inviscid 
flows are described by J(w, w) = 0, and this implies that w = F(w), with F any integrable 
function. 

The relation between the stream function and the vorticity, w = w ( 1/J), can also be used as 
a very helpful tool in analysing vortex structures in experiments and numerical simulations. 
The experimental data of the vorticity and the stream function plotted in a so-called scatter 
plot gives information about the question as to which function F applies to describe the 
various vortices. 

2.3 Self-organization 

An important property of inviscid two-dimensional flows is the conservation of vorticity. This 
is a consequence of the two-dimensional flow essentially being divergence free because there is 
no vertical velocity component. Therefore the mechanisms of stretching and tilting, respon
sible for vorticity production, are absent. 

It can be demonstrated that such flows possess more conservation properties, the most 
important ones being conservation of kinetic energy and conservation of enstrophy ( defined 
as ~w2 ). The instantaneous conservation of energy and enstrophy results in a energy flow 
from smaller to larger scales, a phenomenon known as the inverse energy cascade. 

The kinetic energy E and the enstrophy V integrated over the entire flow domain are given 
by: 

(2.14) 

In a Fourier representation the total energy and enstrophy are therefore given by e.g. Pedlosky 
(1987): 

E = ~ {oo E(K, t)dK 
2 Jo 

with K the wave number in polar coordinates in wave vector space. 

(2.15) 

Suppose that the energy is initially sharply peaked around Ko, and evolves by some hy
pothetical mechanism towards a distri bution consisting of two peaks at ~ Ko and 2Ko The 
energy of both peaks can be calculated using the constraints of the conservation of energy 
and enstrophy: 

El+ E2 

KfEl + KiE2 

(2.16) 

(2.17) 

with E1 the energy of the peak at K 1 and E2 the energy of the peak at K2. One can verify 
that 80% of the original energy ends up in the lower waverrumher K1 = ~Ko, and 80% of the 
enstrophy ends up in K 2 = 2Ko (see van Heijst (1993)). 
The energy is thus transferred to higher scales, giving rise to self-organization, i.e. the merger 
of small structures into vortices of an ever-increasing size. 

5 



Chapter 2. Theory 

2.4 Two-dimensional vortex modeHing 

In principle, any integrable function w = F(w) gives a salution for a steady inviscid two 
dimensional flow. A fundamental question therefore is whether there is a preferenee in nature 
to produce vortices with certain w(w) relationships. Real vortices are characterized by an 
azimuthal velocity distribution ve(r) that shows a gradual decrease for larger r-values. In 
laboratory experiments vortices can be created that have a single signed vorticity, as well as 
vort i ces that consist of a core of positive (negative) vorticity surrounded by a ring of negative 
(positive) vorticity. 

To describe these two-dimensional monopolar vortices, mathematica! models are available. 
Various vortex-models are described in van Heijst (1992). Three models are described in this 
section because they are used in numerical simulations described furtheron. The azimuthal 
velocity component will be written as ve and the vorticity as w = ~ :/; (rve). 

2.4.1 Potential vortex 

The simplest model of a monopolar vortical flow is the potential vortex, with all vorticity 
concentrated in one, singular point. Out of this centre, the flow has zero vorticity, 

w '"'fÓ(r), 
'"'( 

21rr 

(2.18) 

(2.19) 

with '"Y the strength of the vortex. The vorticity as well as the azimuthal velocity are singular 
in the origin. Integrating ~pvê, over the total flow domain shows that the kinetic energy is 
infinitely large. Also the total angular momentum, rve integrated over the entire flow do
main, is found to be infinite. Therefore the potential vortex model seems to be, physically 
seen, rather unrealistic. Nevertheless, the potential vortex is extremely useful in the study 
of complicated vortex interactions. Christiansen (1973), showed the effectiveness of this ap
proach, using clusters of point vortices to study the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability and merger 
process of Rankine vortices. 

2 .4. 2 Bessel vort ex 

The simplest relation between w and \[! is a linear one. Using (2.13) one obtains: 

(2.20) 

with k a constant. Axisymmetry implies 

d2\[J + ~ d\[J + k2\[J = 0 
dr 2 r dr 

(2.21) 

This equation is the zeroth order Bessel equation. Because only physically realistic solutions 
are allowed, i.e without singularities, solving (2.21) yields 

w(r) AJo(kr) (2.22) 

w(r) 
1 d 2 

(2.23) -- (rve) = Ak Jo(kr) 
r dr 

ve(r) 
d 

(2.24) -A-Jo(kr) = AkJ1(kr) 
dr 
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2.5. Merging of vortices 

with Jo and J1 the zeroth and first order Bessel function of the first kind, respectively. In 
order to obtain a vortex salution without cores of negative vorticity, in accordance with the 
vort i ces in the laboratory experiments, the salution has to be truncated in the first zero ( a 0 ) 

of Jo. This means that the constructed salution has a single-signed, continuous vorticity 
distribution which corresponds to a smooth swirling flow. The flow outside the non-zero 
vorticity region, behaves like a potential vortex with a strength defined as: 

rkr=ao 
1 = Jo 21rrw(r )dr. (2.25) 

The continuous positive vorticity distribution thus results in a gradual decrease of the az
imuthal velocity ve(r). 

2.4.3 Lamb vortex 

Thusfar viseaus effects were not taken into account, but it is obvious that they will play a 
significant role, in particular in vortices with singularities or discontinuities in the velocity or 
vorticity distribution. The case of a viscously decaying potential vortex was solved analytically 
by Oseen in 1911. The time-dependent velocity and vorticity profiles of this Oseen vortex 
are: 

w(r, t) 1 ( r2) 
47rvt exp - 4vt (2.26) 

ve(r, t) _.2_ {1- exp (-~)} 21rr 4vt 
(2.27) 

The vorticity is gradually smeared out over a larger region, but in such a way that the total 
vorticity is preserved during the decay process. This salution is obtained for the case of pure 
radial diffusion of vorticity, assuming no radial adveetion of vorticity. 

When a decaying Oseen vortex is considered at a fixed time, the so-called Lamb vortex is 
obtained: 

w(r) 1 ( r2) --exp --
47rvt R 2 (2.28) 

ve(r, t) _.2_ { 1 - exp (- .C_) } 
21rr R2 

(2.29) 

The Lamb vortex has a continuous vorticity and velocity distribution. It has been used in a 
number of numerical simulations of inviscid 2D vortex flows (see Nuijten (1993)). 

2. 5 Merging of vort i ces 

2.5.1 Introduetion 

Vortices, as occurring in two-dimensional turbulence, may show a very complicated interaction 
behaviour. The merger of vortices, and the destruction and deformation of vortices subjected 
to shear and strain flows induced by neighbouring vortex structures, are the predominant 
mechanisms for the evolution of two-dimensional turbulence. These processes have for this 
reason been stuclied extensively during the past decade. 

7 



Chapter 2. Theory 

In this thesis the process of symmetrie merging in a quasi two-dimensional viseaus flow has 
been examined. The highly idealized problem of the interaction of two like-signed vortices 
of equal intensity and shape is statistically not significant in two-dimensional turbulence. 
Real processes are likely to be much more complicated, invalving complex interactions of 
intricate vorticity structures. It is, however, quite clear that a considerable understanding of 
vortex dynamics has been gained from this simple configuration and that it can still be of 
considerable use. 

When studying the merger process, the streamline pattem plays an important role in de
scribing the deformation of the vortices and the formation of vorticity arms. Therefore, some 
aspects of this stream function are described, before investigating the process of merging. 

In the streamline pattem, when corrected for the rotation of the vortices around each 
other, certain closed streamlines and stagnation points occur. The introduetion of a rotating 
reference frame also gives rise to two fictitious vortices. In the streamline pattem, certain 
streamlines, the so-called separatrices, are important because they divide the plane into dif
ferent regions. In figure 2.1, these separatrices are shown for two point vortices for which the 
stream function in a corotating system can be determined analytically. For vortices with a 
finite radius, a comparable streamline pattem occurs. Figure 2.1 is now used to explain the 
adveetion of vorticity and fluid for vortices with finite radii. 

In figure 2.1, the original and the two fictitious vortices are surrounded by 3 separatrices: 
the 8-shaped separatrix S1 enclosing the two original vortices and the two separatrices S2 
enclosing both the original vortices and one of the fictitious vortices. 

Figure 2.1: Streamline pattern for two point vortices in a corotating system in
cluding the separatrices. 

The region in between S1 and S2 is called the exchange bandor E-band, since it allows the two 
vortices to exchange fluid and vorticity. If the vorticity of both original vortices is confined to 
the individual care regions defined by the separatrix S1, we expect the two vortices to circle 
around each other endlessly without ever exchanging vorticity. Clearly, this case occurs when 
the two vortices are far apart. If the vorticity is confined to the individual core regions and the 
E-band, we expect the two vortices to circle around each other while exchanging vorticity in 

8 



2.5. Merging of vortices 

theE-band. If vorticity is located outside theE-band, we may expect the formation of vorticity 
arms. These vorticity filaments will be ejected at the so-called hyperbalie points (Hl and H2). 
In these point, the separatrices S2 interseet and an exchange of fluid and vorticity between 
the different regions in the plane can take place. Merger between the original vortices can 
only occur when vorticity is exchanged. The separatrix Sl thus plays an important role for 
determining a critical distance of the process of merging. 

Indeed, numerical and theoretica! research have led to the condusion that a 'critical dis
tance' exists as a criterion for vortex merging; two vortices placed at an initial centraid 
separation dini smaller than this critical distance will merge into a single, aften elliptically 
shaped, vortex structure. If a critical distance for merging exists, essentially this distance has 
to be non-dimensionlized because a flow in general can be scaled to smaller and larger scales. 
The criterion for the process of merging is therefore the dimensionless value of the ratio of 
dini for which merging just occurs, and the vortex radius R. This critical distance ratio is 
therefore noted as: 

( 
dini) 

Gerit= R . 
ent 

(2.30) 

Theoretica! and numerical investigations by e.g. Overman & Zabusky (1982) and Meiander 
et al. (1988) have provided important information a bout the processof merging. In particular 
for the case of two equal circular patches of equal uniform vorticity, the so-called Rankine 
vortices. For this kind of vortices, the critical distance ratio was found to be Gerit = 3.2. 
This criterion is validated by a number of high-resalution numerical simulations of inviscid 
two-dimensional flows. 

Griffiths and Hopfinger (1987) have demonstrated that the symmetrie merger of anticy
clonic vortices is in agreement with the theoretica! prediction. They revealed experimentally 
a critical distance ratio Gerit = 3.3 ± 0.2 for anticyclonic unstratified vortices. For anticy
clonic vortices, however, they found merging from distauces as large as (dini)/ R = 4.5. This 
discrepancy is a consequence of small three-dimensional effects which introduce differences in 
the behaviour of cyclonic and anticyclonic vortices during the process of merging. 

Carnevale et al. (1991a) calculated the effect of Ekman pumping on the merger process 
and found it not quantitatively supportable; it can not explain the discrepancy. Instead they 
suggest that the deviating behaviour is due to the effect of the parabalie curvature of the 
free upper surface of the fluid in the rotating tank. Therefore, they used a modified model to 
study the merger criterion and obtained a critical distance ratio dj R = 4.35±0.05 for cyclones 
and 4.05 ± 0.05 for anticyclones. The model included a correction for the topographic effect 
and also included areal increase of the varices due to radial diffusion. Areal increase due to 
the Ekman effect was not taken into account. 

In this report the influence of horizontal diffusion and some three-dimensional effects are 
studied which can explain differences between the behaviour of cyclonic and anticyclonic 
vortices during the merger process. Within this framework, the numerical and laboratory 
experiments were performed in the Vortex Dynamics Group at the Eindhoven University 
of Technology. The work is part of a larger study on the dynamics of large-scale vortices. 
Nuijten (1993) already investigated the influence of the parabolically shaped surface (due to 
the rotation of the fluid) on the merger process. He also described merging, using different 
kinds of numerical simulation techniques. 

Except the parabolically shaped free surface, also some other effectscan be mentioned which 
affect the process of merging: 
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Chapter 2. Theory 

• horizontal ditfusion of vorticity 

• Ekman effect 

• local deformation of the free surface by vortices 

Some of these effects will introduce a difference in the merger process between cyclonic and 
anticyclonic vortices. Others will influence the merging, but will not discriminate between 
positive and negative vortices. 

2.5.2 Horizontal diffusion 

Horizontal ditfusion of vorticity due to viscous effects leads to an increasing radius and a 
decrease of vorticity in time. This effect is the same for cyclonic and anticyclonic vortices, 
but it does affect the merger process. 

The increasing radius of the vortices placed at an initial distance dini, results in a decrease 
of the ratio dind R. When, initially this ratio is larger than the critical distance ratio for 
merging, the merger process will not start immediately. The increasing radius and thus 
a decreasing distance ratio, however results in a point of time at which the distance ratio 
dini/ R has become equal to Gerit· Now the merger process will start. 

To get an estimation of the horizontal diffusion, we use the ditfusion of vorticity for a Lamb 
vortex. When equation (2.26) is used, the term between the brackets gives the radial increase 
of the vorticity distribution 

(2.31) 

with R1;e(t) the time dependent radius, defined as the position where the vorticity is equal 
to 1 je of the vorticity in the cent re of the vort ex at time t. Wh en the horizontal ditfusion is 
expressed in terms of the area increase Ä(t) we find 

A(t) = nRÎ;e(t) = 4nvt Ä(t) = 47fl/ (2.32) 

For water at room temperature (v = 10-6 m 2s-1) this gives an initial value of about 0.13 
cm2s-1 . 

2.5.3 Ekman boundary layers 

In a rotating tank, the geostrophic flow (2. 7) is unable to satisfy the viscous no-slip boundary 
conditions at the bottorn of the flow domain. This means that a boundary layer is required, 
which is commonly referred to as Ekman layer. 

The simplest example displaying the mechanisms in a boundary layer of the Ekman type is 
the flow of a fluid between two parallel disks a distance H apart, rotating differentially about 
a common axis. The angular veloeities of the disks are: 

z = 0: 

z=H: 

n 
0(1 + c) 

(2.33) 

(2.34) 

with c = /:).f'ljf'l « 1 (small Rossby number). The equations of motion in a frame corotating 
with the tank are given by (2.5). Because Ro « 1 and the flow is not time dependent, (2.5) 
simplifies to: 

(2.35) 
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2.5. Merging of vortices 

The flow at some distance from the disks can be assumed to be quasi-inviscid. Therefore the 
flow in the interior is governed by the geostrophic balance: 

2k x v= -\lP (2.36) 

According to the Taylor-Proudman theorem (2.8) this yields: 

äih ~ ~( ) ( ) äz = 0 -+ VI= VI x, y ' PI= PI x, y (2.37) 

with the index I referring to the interior domain. At z = 0 and z = H, the geostrophic balance 
is unable to satisfy the viscous no-slip conditions: Boundary layers are required, commonly 
referred to as Ekman layers. In these boundary layers equations (2.35) have to be used. 

At the bottorn disk the boundary conditions for the relative velocity are 

z = 0: 

z = ó: 

u=v=w=O 

U= UI, V= VI,W = WI 

(2.38) 

(2.39) 

with ó the thickness of the boundary layer. Equation (2.35) describes a thin boundary layer, 
so that only the parts proportional to 82 / äz 2 in the viscous terms are relevant: 

-2VE - OPE + Eä
2
uE 

äx äz2 
(2.40) 

2uE - OPE + EÖ
2
VE 

äy äz2 (2.41) 

0 - OPE + Eä
2
wE 

äz äz2 
(2.42) 

OUE OVE OWE 
0 (2.43) -+-+--

äx äy äz 

with the index E referring totheEkman layer. From the continuity equation (2.43) it follows 
that wis much smaller than u and v, so camparing (2.42) with (2.40) and (2.41), we find 

OPE OPE OPE 
äz « äx ' äy 

(2.44) 

This shows that the pressure within the boundary layer is essentially the same as the pressure 
above the layer. N ow si nee the geostrophic balance in the interior is 

ÖPI äpi 
-2VI = - OX , 2UI = - Öy (2.45) 

we can write (2.40) and (2.41) as 

(2.46) 

(2.47) 

By defining the complex velocity <I>: 

(2.48) 
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Chapter 2. Theory 

equations (2.46) and (2.47) can be combined into 

o2<I> 
E oz2 - 2i<I> = 0. 

With the proper boundary conditions 

we find 

and thus 

z = 0: <I>= -(ui+ iv1) 

<I>-+0 

<I>= -(ui+ ivi) exp ( -(1 + i)ziE~), 

UJ + (-UJCOS(zl8)- V[Sin(zl8)) e-z/8 

VJ +(ui sin(zl8)- VJ cos(zl8)) e-z/8 

(2.49) 

(2.50) 

(2.51) 

(2.52) 

(2.53) 

(2.54) 

with 8 = E 112 the non-dimensional thickness of the Ekman layer. In a typical experiment as 
described in this report, 8 is about 1 mm, very small indeed compared with a typical water 
depth H of se ver al decimeters. The existing two separate length se ales suggests intrad ucing 
a coordinate ( = z I 8 to describe the structure within the Ekman layer, and reserving the 
vertical coordinate z to describe the flow field dependenee on a vertical length scale of order 
H. The smallness of 8 I H allows to make the formal limit ( -+ oo of the expression for some 
quantity within the Ekman layer, and to interpret the result as the limit z 1 0 of that same 
quantity above the Ekman layer. 

For the simple situation UJ i- 0 , VJ = 0 we arrive at 

UJ(1 - e-e cos() 

u1e-e sin(. 

(2.55) 

(2.56) 

A matching of the velocity component in x-direction ( VJ = 0) apparently induces also a motion 
in y-direction ( v E i- 0) in the Ekman boundary layer. 

The vertical velocity w within the Ekman layer is determined from the continuity equation: 

WE(()=- re (OUE + OVE) dz 
lo ox oy (2.57) 

= -8 re {(OU[+ OVJ) (1- e-e' cos(')- (OVJ -OU[) e-e' sin('} d(' 
lo ox oy ox oy (2.58) 

The first term between the brackets in the integral is zero sirree owJ/oz = 0 in the geostrophic 
interior. The first part of the second term between the brackets in the integral is equal to the 
z-component of the vorticity w1in the interior. Then, taking the limit ( -+ oo and carrying 
out the integration, one fincis the vertical velocity component w= at the top of the Ekman 
layer: 

. 1 
w= = hm w(() = -8wJ. e -+(X) 2 

(2.59) 

Conservation of mass yields for the axial velocity-component w= yields: 

1 
WCXJ = -8WJ = WJ 

2 
(2.60) 
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2.5. Merging of vortices 

Depending on the sign of the relative vorticity, the Ekman layer thus acts as a souree or a sink 
forthefluid of the interior. This phenomenon, known as Ekman pumping, causes a secondary 
flow smaller than the geostrophic flow by a factor 8/ H = EI/2 , except in the Ekman layer 
itself, where the veloeities are of equal magnitude. 

In the case of a positive vortex structure, the Ekman effect causes a pumping of fluid from 
the Ekman layer at the bottorn into the interior. This results in a divergence of the horizontal 
flow field which advects the vorticity outward. This Ekman pumping effect can betaken into 
account in the 2D vorticity equation by substituting 

~. VH = OU[ + OVJ = Woo = ~wEI/2 
ox oy H 2 

(2.61) 

for the first term on the right hand side of equation (2.10). The corrected equation now 
becomes: 

(2.62) 

To calculate the advective terms on the left-hand side of this equation, the flow field has to 
be separated in a divergence-free (VI) and a rotation-free velocity-field ( v2 ), with v = VI+ v2 : 

(2.63) 

Here, \I! is the stream function and <jJ the velocity potential. The divergence of the horizontal 
flow field is, using (2.63): 

Using the linear model for the Ekman pumping, the divergence of the flow field yields: 

ou + ov = _ ow = ~ EII 2w 
ox oy oz 2 

Using this, the Poisson equation for <jJ takes the following form: 

(2.64) 

(2.65) 

(2.66) 

This equation and the Poisson equation for \I! together with the boundary conditions gives 
the velocity-potential and the adveetion of vorticity can be calculated. 

When using no-slip boundary conditions, both the stream function \I! and the velocity
potential </J, have to be equal to zero at the boundaries. Therefore, with no-slip boundary 
conditions, the relation between <jJ and \I! becomes the following: 

(2.67) 

This result shows that the relation between \I! and <jJ is linear, so the directions of VI and v2 

are perpendicular. In terms of the stream function the advective term is written as: 

- - - ( o\l! OW o\l! OW) 1 1/2 ( o\l! OW o\l! OW) (v·~)w=(vl·~)w+(v2·~)w= ----- --E --+-- (2.68) oy ox ox oy 2 ox ox oy oy 
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Chapter 2. Theory 

We now arrive at the 2D-vorticity equation with a correction for the linearEkman pumping 
effect (Ro « 1): 

äw (äw äw äw äw) 1 1; 2 (äw äw äw äw) 1 1; 2 2 at+ äy äx - äx äy - 2E äx äx + äy äy = -2(w + 2D)wE + v\1 w (2·69) 

Equation (2.69) is used in the simulations performed for flows with a non-zeroEkman number. 
This linear Ekman pumping effect is still valid for Ro as large as 1 (see van de Konijnenberg 
(1995)). When the Rossby number becomes larger than one, the linear theory is no langer 
correct and a non-linear model has to be used. 

The vertical velocity at the bottorn can easily be transformed to a rate of change of the 
cross-sectional area of the tube, so an analytica! expression for the increase of the vortex area 
due to the advective terms caused by the Ekman effect can be found. Conservation of mass 
then yields 

For circular vortices, the time derivative of the area can therefore be written as 

with TE the Ekman time given by 

. w A 
A=--

20TE 

1 
TE= OyE. 

(2.70) 

(2.71) 

(2.72) 

This Ekman time is the e-folding time of the velocity decay caused by the Ekman effect (see 
van Heijst (1993)): Angular momenturn conservation shows that the decrease in azimuthal 
velocity of a particular fluid element is directly related to its net radial displacement. 

Equation (2.71) shows that the effect of the Ekman layer depends on the vortex being 
cyclonic or anticyclonic. For cyclonic vortices, Ekman pumping results in a radius increase. 
For anticyclonic vortices, however, the Ekman layer causes the radius to decrease. This radius 
increase or decrease will introduce a difference between cyclonic and anticyclonic vortices 
during the merger process. 

Also at the vertical boundaries of the flow domain a boundary layer is needed to satisfy 
the no-slip boundary condition. Unlike the Ekman boundary layer, this layer, commonly 
referred to as Stewartson boundary layer, does not actively influence the geostrophic flow in 
the interior. Because we are merely interested in the phenomena in the middle of the flow 
domain, this Stewartson layer is left out of consideration in the rest of this thesis. 

2.5.4 Parabalie free-surface shape of a rotating fluid 

In a rotating fluid the free surface has a parabalie shape 

(2.73) 

with Ho the fluid depth at the centre of rotation. This effect introduces a difference between 
the merging of cyclonic and anticyclonic vortices, which is due to a phenomenon known as 
vortex stretching. 
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2.5. Merging of vortices 

In the shallow-water approximation in the inviscid case, this vortex stretching ( or squeezing) 
can be taken into account by the conservation of the potential vorticity, 

!l_ (20 + w) = . 
Dt H 

0 (2.74) 

with the term between brackets the so-called potential vorticity. For a certain fluid column 
this implies an increasing absolute vorticity when moving into a deeper fluid layer ( vortex 
stretching), whereas its absolute vorticity will decrease when moving to shallower areas. In a 
rotating tank with a parabolically shaped surface, this means that all fluid particles, rnoving 
away from the centre of rotation (H increases), will gain absolute vorticity. On the other 
hand, the absolute vorticity of all inward moving fluid columns (H decreases) will decrease. 

A vorticity distri bution of a monopolar vortex on a sloping bottorn ( or in a rotating fluid 
with a parabolically shaped surface) will due tothese effects change. The part of the monopole 
that moves towards the deeper fluid as aresult of the rotation of the monopole itself, will gain 
absolute vorticity and the part of the monopole that moves from a deeper fluid toa shallower 
area, will lose some of its absolute vorticity. 

This results in a dipole structure superposed on the vortex. Cyclonic vortices will due to 
this effect, move to shallower areas or to the centre of rotation. For anticyclonic vortices 
this effect, however results in moving to deeper parts of the container away frorn the centre 
of rotation. This moving to, or away from the centre of rotation, will introduce a difference 
between the behaviour of cyclonic and anticyclonic vortices during the processof merging. For 
a more correct and cornprehensive description of this mechanism, see Carnevale, Kloosterziel 
& van Heijst (1991b). 

The effects of the parabolically shaped surface can be avoided by making the bottorn an 
exact copy of the free surface (Nuijten (1993)). Doing so, the water depth becomes indepen
dent of the position in the tank. In all laboratory experirnents described in this report, such 
a parabolically shaped bottorn is used. 

2.5.5 Local deformation of the surface by vortices 

When a vortex is created in a rotating tank, the free surface topography locally changes. This 
effect is a consequence of the equilibrium between the Coriolis force, the centrifugal force and 
the pressure gradient. At positions near the centre of the vortex the radius-dependent pressure 
results in a variable height of the water column. For cyclonic vortices this means that a dip in 
the free surface occurs, located at the centre of the vortex. On the other hand, for anticyclonic 
vortices this results in a local free surface elevation. 

The fluid depth, denoted by H = h + hs, enters the vorticity equation through the two
dimensional divergence. Here, h is the local free-surface deformation and hs is the bottorn 
topography or the parabolically shaped surface due the rotation of the tank. 

In Pedlosky (1987) non-linear first order fields are taken into account in the shallow-water 
approximation. For Ra« 1, the non-linear vorticity equation then takes the following form: 

- + -- - -- V' W - F · W + '/]B = vV' V' W [ 
ö ö\ll ö ö\ll ö ] ( 2 ) 2 ( 2 ) 

öt axay ay ax (2.75) 

The parameter 'I]B describes the vortex stretching or squeezing associated with the bottorn
or free surface-topography hs (e.g. the parabolically shaped surface). The parameterF is 
the rotational Froude number and is a measure of the deformation of the free surface. This 
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Froude number is defined as the ratio of the length scale L and the Rossby deformation radius 
R 

(2. 76) 

In a typicallaboratory experiment the magnitude of F is 0(0.01). 
The form of equation (2.75) can also be understood by consiclering the conservation of 

potential vorticity (2.74). Just like a parabolically shaped surface, local deformation of the 
free surface results in vortex stretching or squeezing. The second term between brackets in 
the left-hand side of (2. 75) describes this vortex stretching or squeezing associated with the 
local free-surface deformation h; in lowest order, the geostrophic balance results in a linear 
relation between the local free-surface deformation h and the stream function \11. 

It can easily be shown that (2.75), without the parameter 'f/B is invariant under the trans
formation { \11, y} :::::} {- \11, -y}. Wh en the term responsible for the bottorn and free-surface 
topography 'f/B is included, equation (2.75) is no longerinvariant under the mentioned trans
formation. 

From this, the condusion can be drawn that, according to the non-linear first order approxi
mation, the bottorn and free-surface topography introduce a difference between the behaviour 
of cyclonic and anticyclonic vortices during the merger process, while the local deformation 
effect does not. 

The invariance under the transformation for the local free-surface deformation effect in
dicates, that cyclonic vortices will show the same behaviour as anticyclonic vortices during 
the process of merging when on every point of time {y} is transformed to { -y }; when cy
clonic vortices move anticlockwise, anticyclonic vortices move clockwise, in agreement with 
experience. 

When in equation (2. 75) also higher-order fields would be included, the invariance of the 
mentioned transformation is not essential. It is therefore possible that the behaviour of 
cyclonic and anticyclonic vortices during the merger process is not exactly the same. In 
Pedlosky (1987) it is deduced that the magnitude of these possible differences is of order 
O(Ro2

). 

The symmetry between cyclonic and anticyclonic vortices for the deformation effect for 
lower order fields, does not mean that the local deformation of the free surface has no effect 
at all. It only means that the effect until first order is the same for cyclonic and anticyclonic 
vortices. Because the deformation effect is very small (F = 0(0.01)), it will from hereon be 
neglected and not taken into account in the numerical simulations. 
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Chapter 3 

Labaratory experiments 

3.1 Experimental set-up 

Experiments we re performed by using a tank filled with water, placed on a rotating table. 
The dimensions of this tank are 1 x 1.5 m with an initial waterdepthof approximately 0.2 m. 
In all experiments the tank is centred on the vertical axis of rotation of the turntable (figure 
3.1). The experiments were carried out, when the water in the tank was in a completely 
rigid-body rotation. In order to correct for the deformation of the free surface as a result of 
the rotation of the tank, a parabolically-shaped bottorn is used, which copies the slope of the 
surface. Therefore, in the experiments described in this report the angular velocity of the 
turntable had to be chosen 0 = 0.69 rad·s-1 . 

toVCR 

+-~c __ cc_c, f Q 

-------------------- - ------------~---- ------------------------------- -1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

~- - ---- ---r 

perforated tube 

I 

I 
I -

parabolically shaped 
bottorn 

Figure 3.1: Experimental setup of the rotating, with water tilled tank. 

Vortices were created using the so-called sink-method: perforated tubes (tubes with an 
inner diameter of 1.0 cm which contain 20 circular perforations each with a diameter of 2 
mm) are used, to withdraw water from the tank. To withdraw water, a hose (with a length 
of 1.50 m, and an inner diameter of 1.5 cm) filled with water, is attached to the perforated 
tubes. When the open end of the hose is put below the free surface level of the water in the 
tank (in the experiments approximately 30 cm), the pressure difference induces a flow in the 
tube. The radial inward motion, induced by the withdrawal of water towards the tube, is 
deflected by the Coriolis force which eventually leads to an equilibrium state in which the flow 
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is purely cyclonically azimuthaL The withdrawal of water thus leads to a cyclonic monopole 
(a so-called sink monopole). Using the same technique also anticyclonic monopoles can be 
created. In this case water has to be pumped into the interior. Again, the radially outward 
motion will be deflected by the Coriolis force. In the equilibrium state this results in an 
anticyclonic monopole (a so-called souree monopole). In the experiments performed, only 
cyclonic vortices are used. These vortices can be created easily and are more stabie than the 
anticyclonic vort i ces ( see Hopfinger & van Heijst ( 1993)). 

The characteristics of the sink vortex depend on the angular velocity 0, the volume of the 
water withdrawn and the 'creation time', i.e. the time during which forcing is induced. In 
the experiments, creation times of approximately lOs are used. The volume of the water 
withdrawn during this creation time is approximately 0.2l. 

Merging experiments were performed by using two identical tubes to create two sink vortices. 
In order to obtain symmetrie vortices, the time during which the forcing is induced and the 
volume of the water withdrawn has to be same. This is attained using a tube holder, in which 
the two identical tubes are placed at a variabie distance. The open ends of the two hoses 
are taped together. During the creation of the vortices, these open ends are put at the same 
level below the free surface. When the forcing is stopped and the vortices are created, the 
perforated tubes are pulled out of the water. 

3.2 Visualization of the flow 

The flow is visualized by using tracer particles floating at the surface of the fluid. To obtain a 
high visibility, strip-lighting corotating with the tank is used. Further, to enlarge the contrast 
between the water and the white particles, dark blue dye (:::::::lg methylene blue) was added to 
the water. In appendix D it is shown that the influence of air-friction on the floating tracer 
particles can be neglected for the used experimental set-up. 

A video camera corotating with the tank (figure 3.1), recorded the flow during the exper
iments. Afterwards, quantitative results were obtained by using software equipped with a 
frame grabber. This image processing package (Digimage, Dalziel (1992)) uses a procedure of 
estimating positions of particles by matching the particles with those on earlier times. After 
the extraction of data files containing the partiele velocities, the vorticity distribution was 
obtained by matching the data with spline functions. Finally, the stream function is calcu
lated from the vorticity distribution by using a Poisson solver. For a more comprehensive and 
detailed description the reader is referred to van der Plas (1995). 

Another way to visualise the flow is by adding fluorescent dye to the water during and just 
after the creation of the vortices. The dye will follow the velocity field and moves in vertical 
Taylor columns. These columns confirm the assumption that the flow is independent of the 
vertical position in the tank and therefore is two-dimensional. 
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3. 3. Results 

3.3 Results 

3.3.1 Monopolar vortices 

Before investigating the interaction behaviour of laboratory vortices, it is important to de
termine the properties of the vorticity and velocity distributions of sink-created vortices. A 
number of experiments (n=3) have been carried out by creating a single vortex using the sink 
method. The Diglmage processing package was used afterwards to obtain the characteristics 
of these monopolar vortices at several points of time after the creation of the vortices (figure 
3.2a and b). 
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fitted with Bessel and Lamb model 
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~ 
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scaled vorticity distribution at t=l50s 
fitted with Bessel and Lamb model 
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vortici ty ro 
Bessel monopole model 
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Figure 3.2a & b: Vorticity distribution fora manopalar sink vortex at t=70s and 
t=150s after the creation. 

The radius ( determined by the extreme values of the azimuthal velocity) and the vorticity 
in the cent re of the monopole change as a function of time ( figure 3.3a and b). Aft er the 
equilibrium state is reached, the radius of a cyclonic vortex increases both by diffusion and by 
Ekman pumping. The vorticity in the centre of the monopole decreases as a function of time 
due to these two effects. The time at which the equilibrium state is reached, is determined 
as the time at which the radius of the monopole clearly increases and the maximum vorticity 
decreases (in figure 3.3 this situation is reached at t:::::::: 50s). 

In figure 3.3 also the radius increase predicted with the Lamb monopole model for horizontal 
diffusion is shown (equation (2.31)). The parameters used in this model are the values for the 
radius (Ro=3.4 cm) and the maximum azimuthal velocity (Uo=3.3 cm/s) at t=40s. Although 
the Lamb monopole model gives an estimation of the diffusion effect, it is obvious that the 
radius increase can not be explained by horizontal diffusion alone. The other effect responsible 
for the radius increase is the non-linearEkman pumping effect and will be discussed furtheron. 
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Figure 3.3: Radius of the monopole and the maximum vorticity in the centre of 
the vortex as a function of time for a sink-created monopole. 

The relative importance of the inertial and viseaus forces compared to the Coriolis force are 
indicated by the Rossby number and the Ekman number, respectively. Another important 
parameter is the Reynolds number. Values of these non-dimensional numbers can be calcu
lated using the values for the radius, the maximum of the azimuthal velocity, the angular 
velocity of the tank and the molecular viscosity at laboratory temperature (20°C). When the 
monopole has reached the equilibrium state, these values are determined for the monopole of 
figure 3.1 at t=40s: 

Using these values, the non-dimensional numbers become: 

Re= 1.1 · 103 Ro = 1.4 E = 1.3 · 10-3 

The relatively low value of the Reynolds number ( compared with geophysical flows) indicates 
that the molecular horizontal ditfusion may have large influence. Lateral ditfusion leads to 
a vortex radius increase for both cyclonic and anticyclonic vortices. It also can deform the 
initial vorticity distribution of the monopole. The time scale, important for this effect, can be 
estimated by using the e-folding time for the Lamb monopole model. According to equation 
(2.26) one finds: 

(3.1) 

For the experiment shown in figure 3.2 and 3.3 we now obtain Ta=289s. 
The decreasing vorticity in the centre of the monopole of the experiment performed (figure 

3.3b) can not be explained by horizontal ditfusion alone. Another important feature of the 
experimental contiguration which affects the vorticity is the Ekman layer and the Ekman 
pumping effect. The layer thickness ó = H vfE depends on the Ekman number. For cyclonic 
vortices, the motion in the Ekman layer is directed radially inward and leads to a pumping 
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of fluid into the vortex interior. To conserve mass, the axial motion will drive a weak motion 
in the vortex interior radially outward. Angular momenturn conservation then leads to a 
decreasing vorticity amplitude. The e-folding time important for this mechanism is the Ekman 
time, which is approximately TE=40.2s. When the ratio TE/Td is considered, it becomes clear 
that the Ekman effect is the predominant mechanism for the decreasing vorticity. The Ekman 
pumping effect can also deform the initial vorticity distri bution because the magnitude of the 
pumping depends on the local vorticity ( equation (2.60)) and thus on the location in the 
vort ex. 

In the previous chapter arelation for linearEkman pumping was obtained for the condition 
Ra « 1. When the relative vorticity is larger than the background rotation, this model is 
no langer valid; in general the Ekman pumping according to the linear model is larger than 
the magnitude found in experiments (see Vissers (1994)). In the linear model the thickness 
of the Ekman layer is completely determined by the angular velocity of the rotating tank; 
8 = HE 112 = Vï/70. Fora strong vortex (w+20 » 20) however, the thickness ofthe Ekman 
layer is mainly determined by the rotation velocity of the vortex, and the angular velocity 
of the tank is less important. This becomes clear when a vortex above a non-rotating plate 
is considered. In this case it is reasonable that the thickness of the Ekman layer will have a 
typ ie al thickness of 8 = J2v / w. Wh en in a rotating tank the relative vorticity is larger than 
zero, we may expect an analogous expression for the thickness of the Ekman boundary layer: 

8-~ 
-y~ (3.2) 

Using equation (2.60) this gives an estimation for non-linear Ekman pumping for positive 
relative vorticity: 

1~ 
W00 =2y~·W (3.3) 

This vertical velocity at the bottorn is transformed to a rate of change of the cross-sectional 
area of the tube, using the conservation of mass (equation (2.70)): 

Ä=~A ~-w 
2HV~ 

(3.4) 

Using the typical values R = 4 cm, H = 0.2 m, V = 10-6 m 2s-1 ' 0 = 0.1s-1 and w = 1s-1 ' 

we find Ä = 0.16 cm2s- 1 . 

When horizontal diffusion is not taken into account, the absolute circulation is constant, 
according to Kelvin's Theorem (see Pedlosky (1987) ): 

r = (20 + w) ·A= constant, (3.5) 

with A the cross-sectional area of the vortex tube. When w /20 » 1, an increasing vortex 
tube area due to the Ekman pumping effect leads to an almast proportional decrease of the 
relative vorticity (equation (3.5)). The order of magnitude of Ä due totheEkman effect will 
therefore increase. 

According to equation (3.5), for the linear Ekman effect (w/20 « 1), however, a small 
increasing radius due to Ekman pumping results in a strongly, non-proportionally, decreasing 
relative vorticity. This causes the magnitude of Ä (due to the Ekman effect) to decrease 
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dramatically. This is an essential difference between the linear and the non-linear Ekman 
effect. 

In our case the ratio w/20 is of order one. According to (3.5) the influence of the Ekman 
pumping on the radius increase will be large when the order of magnitude of w and 20 are 
comparable. This will only be the case in the first stages of the evolution of the vortices 
because the radial increase due to the Ekman effect results in a decreasing vorticity. When 
figure 3.3b is used todetermine the period of time during which the magnitude of the vorticity 
is camparabie with the angular velocity of the tank 0, it becomes clear that even at t=200s 
(wmax ~ 0.4s-1 ) the influence of the Ekman pumping effect on the radial increase can not 
be neglected. Figure 3.3a shows that as time proceeds, the influence of the Ekman pumping 
effect on the radius lessens (slope ofthe 'imaginary curve through the data-points' decreases). 
This phenomenon is directly related to the decreasing Rossby number. 

In the merging experiments the typical time for the merger process to start is approximately 
80s. At this point of time the magnitude of the relative vorticity (typically 1s-1 ) is still of 
the same order as the angular velocity of the tank. The radial increase due to the Ekman 
effect can thus not be neglected in the merger experiments. 

To determine the overall importance of the Ekman pumping effect, the magnitude of the 
horizontal diffusion term is estimated using the Lamb rnanopale model ( equation (2.32) ). The 
area increase due to horizontal diffusion now obtained is 0.13 cm2s-1 . This indicates that 
the Ekman effect is more important than the horizontal diffusion effect and can explain the 
discrepancy between the experimental data and the horizontal diffusion model in figure 3.3. 

The smallness of the Rossby number (Ro « 1) of the flow is an essential prerequisite for 
proving the Taylor-Proudman theorem. In the case of the sink-created vortex, however, the 
value of Ro typically measures 1-1.5. When dye is added to the waterafter the creation of the 
vortex, the so-called Taylor-columns, looking like rolled up sheets of paper standing vertically 
in the water, are clearly visible in the vertical plane. These columns indicate that, although 
the Rossby number is not small, the flow in the interior is still two-dimensional. 

The relatively small value of the Reynolds number and the relatively large Ekman number 
indicate that bath the horizontal diffusion effect and the Ekman pumping effect will influence 
the initial vorticity distribution. They will bath lead to an increasing radius and will also 
deform the initial vorticity distribution. Figure 3.2 shows that the scaled vorticity distribution 
at t = 70s (when the equilibrium state for the vortex is reached) and at t = 150s are not 
the same, indicating the mentioned vorticity deformation. Initially at t = 70s, the vorticity 
distribution can well be fitted by a Bessel-like monopole. In order to obtain a vortex salution 
without rings of opposite-signed vorticity, the Bessel function is truncated at the first zero. In 
figure 3.2 the Bessel functions used for the fit, are obtained by using the slope in the scatter 
plot; the coefficient between w and \[r in the linear fit gives the sealing value k of the Bessel 
function J0 (kr), see equations (2.22) - (2.24). At t = 150s, the vortex is more smeared out. 
The vorticity distribution is now better approximated by the Lamb rnanopale model. 

The influence of the deformation of the vorticity distribution of the sink-created vortices 
on the merger process is stuclied by using numerical simulations (see chapter 4). In these 
simulations, the truncated Bessel-like vorticity distribution is used to initialize the vortex 
flow. In the next chapter it will become clear that in a two-dimensional viseaus flow (no 
Ekman effect) these Bessel manapoles will tend to change into Lamb monopoles. Using 
the mentioned Bessel-like vortices, the influence of the deformation of the scaled vorticity 
distribution can thus be studied. 
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3.3. Results 

3.3.2 Merging of symmetrie vortices 

When two vortices are generated in the rotating tank, they initially rotate around a common 
centre. When the distance (scaled with the radius) between the vortices is smaller than a 
certain critical value, these vortices will merge. During this process of coalescence, the vortices 
are fi.rst deformed while forming cusps. Next the vortices move toward each other and merge 
into an elliptical vortex structure. During this process spiral arms (filaments) are formed. 

In our laboratory experiments the Reynolds number is approximately Re = 103 . Therefore 
diffusion effects will be important in the laboratory experiments. As seen in the results of 
the evolution of monopoles, the radius of the vortices increases. When in merger experiments 
the radius becomes larger ( and the distance ratio dj R smaller) than a certain critical value, 
merging starts. It is therefore important to scale the distance between the vortices with the 
radius at each time, when measuring this critical distance ratio. 

The critical distance ratio for merging depends on the structure of the vorticity distribution; 
Rankine vortices have a different critical value than Lamb vortices. As seen in the evolution 
of monopoles, the vortex structure changes due to horizontal diffusion and the Ekman effects. 
This results in an also changing critical value for merging. When the change of the vortex 
structures is limited, a critical value domain can be found for laboratory vortices. The critical 
distance ratio will have a value between the Gerit for the initial vortices and the Gerit for the 
vortices at t = oo. 

Dye experiments 

In a number of laboratory experiments the vortices were visualized using fluorescent dye. 
All experiments were recorded on video. Figure 3.4 shows 9 time samples during a typical 
merging experiment. In a number of experiments two vortices were created without merging 
taking place; the vortices 'died' before the critical value for the radius was reached. In some 
experiments the deformation of vortices and the formation of cusps takes place, although no 
complete merging is observed, owing to the limited duration of the experiments. Because we 
are interested in the process of merging, only the experiments are discussed in which complete 
merging eventually occurred. 

In the experiment shown in figure 3.4 three regimes can be distinguished. At t=O.Os (ap
proximately 2s after the creation of the monopoles), t=30.0s and t=60.0s, dye initially located 
at the outer side of each monopole is advected around the other vortex. In this regime the 
merger process itself has not started yet. At t=90.0s the critical radius for merging has been 
reached, resulting in the formation of cusps. In the subsequent panels, the elongation of the 
vortices is shown. At t=165.0s the vortices are merged in an elliptically-shaped single vortex 
structure. The final vortex structure shows that the dye inside this vortex originates from 
both initial monopoles. In experiments in which the initial monopoles are visualized using 
different colours, it is clear that also the vortex arms formed at t=135.0s and t=150.0s consist 
of fluid originating from both vortices (see appendix E). 

In the merger experiment shown in figure 3.4, some important characteristics can be mea
sured using the Digimage software package. The initial distance between the eentres of the 
vortices is equal to dini = 15.0 ± 0.3 cm. The initial rotation velocity of both vortices around 
their 'common centre' is approximately equal to Cp= 0.10±0.01 radjs. Now the initial circula
tion of each monopole can be estimated using the point vortex model for the angular velocity 
of the two-monopole system: 

Cp= 7r~2 --+ "'( = 1rd2 (p~ 7 · 10-3 m2s- 1 (3.6) 
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Roughly, the radius of the vortices is approximately 5 ± 2 cm. Using the definition of the 
circulation associated with the vortical flow 

I = L wdA = fc V. dr, (3.7) 

the magnitude of the azimuthal velocity can be obtained. When equation (3.7) is estimated 
by 1 = 2nR( Vmax) · U ( Vmax), the typical value of the azimuthal velocity of each monopole 
is equal to 2 · 10-2mjs. Using the angular velocity (D = 0.69 rad·s-1 ) of the rotating tank 
and the molecular viscosity at laboratory temperature (v = 10-6 m2s-1 ), the non-dimensional 
numbers of this flow can be estimated: 

Re= 103 Ro = 0.6 E = 0.6 · 10-3 . 

Also the order of magnitude of the critical distance ratio for the processof merging is obtained: 

C . _ ( dini) _ +2 
ent - R . - 3_1· 

ent 

Figure 3.4: Merger experiment of sink-created vortices in a rotating tank, visualized 
using fluorescent dye. 
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3.3. Results 

Partiele experiments 

To investigate the merger process quantitatively, a number (n=12) of merging experiments 
have been performed using floating particles to indicate the flow field. Afterwards, the var
ticity distribution and the velocity field were calculated. Figure 3.5 shows the deformation of 
the vorticity distribution duringa typical symmetrie merger experiment. 
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Figure 3.5: Vorticity distribution during merger process. Vorticity levels are equi
distant. Re = 1.2 · 103 , Ra= 1.1, E = 1.0 · 10-3 . 

At every panel the number of vorticity levels is taken as high as possible to be able to visualise 
the detailed vorticity distribution. Also, the vorticity in the eentres of the vortices is given. 
This value is determined by taking the average value for both vortices. The vorticity level of 
the background flow is in all cases equal to zero. 
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The non-dimensional numbers concerning the flow in figure 3.5 are calculated using the 
values for the radius and the maximum azimuthal velocity at t=60s; Ro = 4 cm, Uo = 3 
cmjs, v = 10-6 m2s-1 , 0 = O.ls-1 . The values obtained are: 

Re= 1.2 · 103 Ro = 1.1 E = 1.0 · 10-3 

For the timescales associated with horizontal diffusion and the Ekman effect we find TE=45.8s 
and Td=400s, respectively. 

In figure 3.5 three regimes can be distinguished. At t=60s and t=90s, vorticity, initially 
originating from the outer rings of the vortices, is exchanged. At t=lOOs, cusps are formed, 
indicating that the process of merging has started. At t=l20s the formation of vorticity 
arms is clearly visible. At this panel also the elongation of the original vortices can be 
seen. At t=l40s the vortices are merged in a single elliptically-shaped vortex structure. 
Subsequently, the ellipse tends to transform into a circular vortex (see figure 3.6). The 
process of axisymmetrization is stuclied by Meiander et al. (1987a). 

t=180s, O>max=0.6s-1 t=200s, O>max=O.ss-1 

-20 -10 0 10 20 -20 -10 0 10 20 

Figure 3.6: Axisymmetrization after the completion of the merger process. 

In figure 3. 7 the streamline pattern, corrected for the rotation of the vortices around each 
other, and the vorticity distribution at t=l20s is shown. At this point of time vorticity is 
located in the exchange band (see figure 2.1) and an exchange of fl.uid and vorticity between 
the vortices occurs. Further, vortex arms are formed at the hyperbolic points Hl and H2. 
This is a result of the part of the vorticity distribution which is located outside one of the 
separatrices S2. At these points, streamlines interseet and vorticity can be exchanged between 
the region in and outside the separatrices S2 (figure 2.1). The vorticity in the spiral-arms 
has a typical value of 0.05s-1 . To obtain the critica! distance for this merger experiment, the 
distance between the vortex eentres and the radius ( determined by the extreme value of the 
azimuthal velocity) of the two monopoles have been determined every lOs. The radius of the 
monopoles was measured using one velocity profile through the eentres of both vortices and 
one velocity profile through the centre of each monopole on the line perpendicular to the line 
through both the vortex eentres (figure 3.8). 
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Vorticity distribution and Streamline pattem 

at t=120s, C!lmax=l.Os·1 
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x 

Figure 3. 7: Vorticity distribution and the streamline pattern at t=120s. 

3. 3. Results 

Before the two vortices are merged, four values of the radius of the monopoles are thus 
obtained. The radius of the monopoles at a certain time is now calculated using the math
ematica! average of these four values. The advantage of this method is that it still gives a 
reliable value of the radius when the vortices are deformed. When the merger process has 
clearly started and the elangation of the vortices has begun, the radius is not determined. 
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Figure 3.8: PraEles used to determine the radius of the monopoles befare the 
merger process is Enished. 

In figure 3.9a & 3.9b the time dependenee of the intercentraid separation and the radius of 
the vortices R( Vmax) is shown. Figure 3.9a & 3.9b correspond to the experiment shown in 
figure 3.5. In figure 3.9b it is shown that the Lamb monopole model for horizontal diffusion 
on its own can not account for the radius increase of the vortices. Also in these experiments, 
the Ekman effect thus plays an important role. Using figure 3.4 the time at which the merger 
process starts is estimated and is found to be approximately T(Start) = 70 ± 20s. The 
regression line shown in figure 3.9b now gives the radius of the vortices (R = 4.0 ± 0.4 cm) . 
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Figure 3.9a & 3.9b: Time dependenee of the intercentraid separation and the 
radius of the vortices during the process of merging. 

When for the distance between the eentres of the vortices the linear fit shown in figure 3.9a 
is used, the critical distance ratio for the merger process can be calculated: 

Gerit= (!) . = 4.1 ± 0.4 
ent 

When the merger process starts (t=70s), the maximum vorticity of the vortices is approx
imately 2s-1 (figure 3.5). The relative vorticity is therefore of the same magnitude as the 
angular velocity of the rotating tank. The radial increase due to the Ekman pumping effect 
thus plays an important role in the merger process. 

From the 12 merging experiments performed, only in two cases the vortices merged sym
metrically; for the other cases, or the vortices were not identical, resulting in non-symmetrie 
merger (see appendix E), or the vortices 'died' befare merger occured. The second successful 
merger experiment revealed a value for the critical distance ratio 

Gerit= (:!__) . = 3.7 ± 0.4 
R ent 

In this experiment, the merger process started at t=60s and the non-dimensional numbers 
concerning the flow are: Re = 103 , Ro = 1.6, E = 1.6 · 10-3 . The discrepancy between the 
two critical values can be explained by the deformation of the vorticity distribution and will 
be discussed in chapter 4 

When the values for the critical distance ratio for both experiments are compared with the 
value found by Nuijten (1993) (Gerit= 4.5 ± 0.3), we find a discrepancy. In the experiments 
performed by Nuijten a flat bottorn and a rigid perspex lid was used to ensure that the 
working depth was uniform over the entire flow domain. With this lid, a second Ekman layer 
is introduced, resulting in a stronger Ekman pumping effect. Therefore, in these experiments 
the vortices are deformed to a larger degree and herree a different critical value for the process 
of merging is found. 
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Chapter 4 

Numerical simulations 

4.1 Introduetion 

In the laboratory experiments, the formation of vertical Taylor columns, visible with dye, 
indicate that the interior flow is two-dimensional and is bounded by the free surface and the 
top of the boundary Ekman layer at the bottorn of the tank. The merger process has therefore 
been examined numerically, using three two-dimensional methods. 

First, to investigate the influence of the vorticity distribution of the vortices on the process 
of merging in an inviscid flow, the contour dynamics methad is used. In this method, the 
vortices are approximated by a number of discrete vorticity patches. 

The second model used, is the point vortex model. In this model, the adveetion of pas
sive tracers due to two interacting point vortices is stuclied by forcing two point vortices to 
approach each other. The tracer particles are initially located in circles around each vortex. 
This model is used to study the deformation of the circles and the subsequent formation of 
spiral arms. 

The third model used, is the finite difference method. With this model, the merging of 
vortices in viseaus flows for different Reynolds numbers is investigated. Using this model, 
also the influence of the Ekman effect is stuclied using a linear approximation for Ekman 
pumpmg. 

In the next sections, each model will be described and a summary of the results and con
clusions obtained, will be given. 

4.2 Contour Dynamics 

4.2.1 Mathematica! model 

In a two-dimensional incompressible, inviscid flow, the vorticity equation becomes 

dw aw 
dt = at+ J(w, w) = o. ( 4.1) 

The definitions of the vorticity w and the stream function w yield: 

( 4.2) 

Equation (4.1) expresses that the vorticity of each fluid partiele (fluid column) is conserved. 
In numerical simulations using the contour dynamics method, the initial vorticity distribu

tion is approximated by a piecewise constant distribution. The initial values of the vorticity 
of the patches will according to (4.1) notchange during the simulation. Therefore, only the 
velocity of the points on the contours, defining each patch, have to be obtained each time step 
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to calculate the deformation of the contours. These veloeities are calculated using the stream 
function, which can be obtained by solving Poisson's equation ( 4.2). Now the time evolution 
of an initial vorticity distribution can be simulated. Appendix A gives a more comprehensive 
and detailed description of the used techniques and the numerical code. 

4.2.2 Results numerical simulations 

As discussed in section 3.3.1 in the merger experiments performed in a rotating tank, the 
vorticity distribution of the monopoles could well be fitted by a Bessel vortex truncated at 
the first zero. 

To numerically simulate these laboratory experiments with the contour dynamics method, 
the Bessel-like vorticity distribution (see section 1.3) is approximated by a number of contours 
(figure 4.1). 

Bessel vortex approximated by 
piecewise constant distribution 

0.8 

0.2 

0 ~~~~~~~~~•~•~~~~L.~k.~~~' 
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 

radial position (r) 

Figure 4.1: Approximated vorticity distribution for contour dynamics simulation. 

To investigate the influence of the number of contours approximating the Bessel vortices, the 
process of merging is simulated with vortices approximated by 8, 4 and 1 contours. In these 
three cases the maximum of the vorticity, the radius of the vortices ( defined as the location 
w he re the vorticity of the non-approximated vort ex becomes equal to zero), the distance 
between the eentres of the vortices and the circulation of the vortices is taken the same. The 
radius of the vortices is chosen ao/4 ::::; 0.6012, with ao the location of the first zero of the 
Bessel function. The maximum of the vorticity was equal to w = 1. The circulation of each 
vortex can now be calculated by 

~ 

"( = Wmax la 4 
27rrJo( 4r)dr::::; 0.4903. (4.3) 

The initial distance between the eentres of the vortices was d=l.4, which results in a distance 
ratio of dini/ R ::::; 2.329. To approximate the Bessel vortices by a number of contours, the 
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vorticity levels of the patches were chosen for the case of 8, 4 and 1 contour as shown in table 
4.1 

vorticity levels vorticity levels vorticity levels 
for 8 contours for 4 contours for 1 contour 
0.15 Rp = 0.56628 0.30 Rp = 0.53293 1.00 Rp = 0.39301 
0.30 Rp = 0.49960 0.60 Rp = 0.40188 
0.45 Rp = 0.43488 0.85 Rp = 0.27016 
0.60 Rp = 0.36887 1.00 Rp = 0.13061 
0.75 Rp = 0.29755 
0.85 Rp = 0.22907 
0.94 Rp = 0.18279 
1.00 Rp = 0.08202 

Table 4.1: Vorticity levels of the patches for different numbers of contours approximating a 
Bessel vortex. 

The radius Rp of each vorticity patch was calculated using the condition that the circula
tion of each patch has to be the same as the circulation of the part of the Bessel vortex 
with vorticity between the minimum value and the maximum value of vorticity of the patch 
(shaded area in figure 4.1): 

1
r(w=0.3) 

27rrlo(4r)dr- (o.3 · (1rr~=0 . 3 - 7rr~=0 . 6 )) = 0.3 · 1r(R~- r~=0 . 6 ) 
r(w=0.6) 

( 4.4) 

This approximation yields the same total circulation and maximum vorticity for the approx
imated and the non-approximated Bessel vortex. 

The results of the simulations are shown in figures 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4. When the merger 
process for 8 and 4 contour approximated vortices are compared (figure 4.2 and 4.3), the 
correspondence is remarkable. The only difference that can be seen is that the 8 contour 
vortices show more details of the vorticity distribution in the eentres of the vortices and in 
the filaments. 
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t=O.O t=lO.O t=20.0 

t=30.0 t=40.0 t=50.0 

Figure 4.2: Merging of Bessel vortices, number of contours: 8; d=1.4, r=0.4903, 
R = ao/4. 

t=O.O t=lO.O t=20.0 

t=50.0 

Figure 4.3: Merging of Bessel vortices, number of contours: 4; d=1.4, r=0.4903, 
R = a 0 j4. 
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Gomparing the result for 4 contour vortices with figure 4.4 where each vortex consists of only 
one contour, the differences are large and in this case the process of merging does not take 
place. 

When studying the merger process with the contour dynamics model for the inviscid case 
without the Ekman effect, the information we are interested in is the time until merging, 
the critica! distance ratio and the change of the vorticity distribution during merging. All 
this information can easiest be obtained from the simulation of the merger process using 4 
contours per vortex. Merging will therefore be studied by using 4 contours per vortex in the 
rest of this chapter. 

• 
t=O.O t=lO.O t=20.0 

t=30.0 t=40.0 t=50.0 

Figure 4.4: Merging of Bessel vortices, number of contours: 1; d=1.4, "(=0.4903, 
R = ao/4. 

The small differences between merging of vortices consisting of 4 and 8 contours indicate 
that the exact vorticity distribution is not important for the merger process. The difference 
between the situation for 4-contour vortices and I-contour vortices on the other hand is large 
and is basically a consequence of the fact that in the case of 1 contour, the vorticity is more 
concentrated. In this case the radius where the vorticity becomes equal to zero is smaller than 
for the 4- and 8-contour approximated vortices. The relevanee of the radius of the vortices 
(in fact the radius scaled by the intercentraid separation distance) in the merger process will 
be explained by consiclering the structure of stream line pattern (figure 4.5). 
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t=O.O t=10.0 t=20.0 ( 4 contours) 

t=O.O t=10.0 t=20.0 (1 contour) 

Figure 4.5: Deformation of tbe vorticity along the streamlines for Bessel vortices 
approximated by 4 and 1 vorticity patches, respectively. 

In the case of 1 contour, the tot al vorticity is enclosed by the inner separatrix ( the 8-shaped 
contour in the stream function). Because the streamlines within the separatrix form closed 
loops, it is impossible that vorticity crosses this separatrix and therefore merging will not 
occur. The effect of the vortices becoming elliptical at t=10.0 is a result of the streamlines 
within the separatrix not being concentric. 

In the case of 4- and 8-contour vortices, vorticity is also located outside the inner separatrix. 
In the first time steps, the stream function will cause the outer vorticity regions, which are 
located outside the inner separatrix, to deform. The original centre of vorticity is still inside 
the separatrix and will initially not be moved (figure 4.6). The relocation ofthe outer vorticity 
regions changes the streamline pattern. During this deformation of the vorticity, the 'centre 
of gravity' of the vorticity of each vortex moves slightly towards the other, as can be seen at 
t=10.0. This causes the inner separatrix to become smaller than the initial size. Now also 
vorticity at a smaller radius will be located outside of the separatrix and will move along the 
streamlines toward the other centre of vorticity. This process will continuously repeat until 
the vortices are merged. 
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4.2. Contour Dynamics 

Figure 4.6: Distance between the original eentres of vorticity during the merger 
process. 

In this process, the initial outer regions of vorticity outside the inner separatrix are very im
portant. The deformation of the streamlines and the process of the inner separatrix becoming 
smaller is caused by the relocation of the outer regions of vorticity. Numerical simulations 
have shown that this process requires a minimum total vorticity located outside the inner 
separatrix. The amount of vorticity in this region strongly depends on the distance ratio 
dind R of the initial situation and the type of vortices used in the merging experiments. This 
is the reason why different vortices have different critical distance ratios for merging. In gen
eral, types of vortices in which the vorticity is more concentrated will have a smaller critica! 
distance ratio than vortices in which the vorticity is more spread out. To be more specific; it 
is the total amount of vorticity outside the 8-shaped separatrix relative to the total vorticity 
inside this separatrix, which is important for the value of Gerit· In section 4.4, Gerit is de
termined for Bessel and Lamb vortices. Because in Lamb vortices the vorticity is spread out 
over the entire 2D plane, we expect the critical distance ratio of these kind of vortices to be 
larger than Gerit of Bessel vortices. 

Another aspect of the merging process is the formation of filament structures. These arms 
of vorticity will be formed at the hyper balie points ( see figure 2.1). Wh en this process 
starts, vorticity has to be located outside one of the separatrices S2. Initially in this case, all 
vorticity is located inside bath the separatrices S2 and therefore filament formation cannot 
occur immediately. During the merger process, the deformation of the streamline pattern, 
which results in a smaller separatrix, causes the vorticity to become located outside one of 
the separatrices S2 and the formation of vorticity arms starts. In Meiander et. al. (1988), 
the ejection of vorticity filaments was considered being the starting mechanism of the merger 
process. In figure 4.5, at t = 0 for the 4-contour vortices, no vorticity is located outside 
the separatrices S2. Although, the vortex arms can not be formed immediately, the merger 
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process still occurs. Figure 4.5 thus indicates a flaw in the chain of reasoning of Melander et. 
al.. 

Because the filaments are thin and because they contain low level vorticity originating from 
the outerringsof the vortices, they only contain a small fraction of the tot al circulation ( :::::::1%) 
(see Waugh (1991)). Therefore these filaments are not important for the time evolution but 
are merely a spin-off of the merger process. Figure 4.2 and 4.3 show that each filament 
contains vorticity from the outer rings of both vortices. 

Not in all cases where filaments are formed, merging will take place. When the total amount 
of vorticity outside the inner separatrix is too small to deform the streamline pattern to start 
the merging process, the outer rings of vorticity can still be outside of one of the separatrices 
82 and filaments will be formed. Only in cases where the initial distance ratio is already 
very close to Gerit, and some vorticity is initially already located outside 82, it is imaginable 
that the formation of filaments can deform the streamline pattern slightly and will cause the 
merger process to start. The influence of this effect on the critical distance ratio will be 
negligible and will from hereon therefore not be considered. 

To enable quantification of the merger process, a series of simulations with the 4-contour 
approximated Bessel vortices has been performed. The evolution of the two vortices can be 
classified into three regimes, depending on the ratio of the initial intercentraid separation 
dini and the initial vortex radius R, defined as the location where the vorticity of the non
approximated vortex becomes equal to zero. In all cases the radius was equal to a 0 /4::::::: 0.6012, 
the strength of the vorticity 1 = 0.4903 and the maximum of vorticity Wmax = 1. 

d/R :S 2.50 
2.50 < d/R < 2.66 
d/R ~ 2.66 

merging / filament formation 
exchange of fluid and vorticity / filament formation / no merging 
no merging / no filament formation 

These values are based on 9 simulations. The critica! distance ratio for merging could not be 
determined exactly in this case, but will be equal to a value somewhere in the second regime 
(2.50 <dj R < 2.66). For dinï/ R = 2.50, merging did occur. For dind R = 2.66, merging did 
not occur and filaments were not formed. 

The reason for not being able to determine the exact value, is the limited computer time 
and memory to calculate the evolution of the merger process. In the second region many 
thin filaments of vorticity are ejected and are again wrapped around the vortices or form thin 
filament arms. A large number of nodes (on which the velocity on the contours is calculated) 
is inserted to define these filament structures and this causes the numerical simulation to slow 
down dramatically. 

This problem can be solved by inserting aso-called surgery method in the numerical code. 
Surgery basically reconnects contours or parts of contours when the distance between these 
contours become very small. This operation is permitted only between contours enclosing 
the same value of vorticity. In this way, a single contour may break into two pieces or two 
contours may merge. In addition, this operation removes ends of excessively thin filaments. 
For a more comprehensive description of the surgery method I refer to Dritschel (1989). 

Using the surgery method, the number of nodes inserted will be limited and the computa
tional time for the second regime will become smaller. For a number of numerical simulations 
in the second regime, merging may now be found. The critical distance ratio can therefore 
be determined more accurately. 
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4.3. Point vortex modelZing 

4.3 Point vortex modeHing 

4.3.1 Mathematica! model 

The point vortex model simulating the merger process consists of two point vortices with 
strength 1 and distance d. The two vortices wil rotate around their common centre with 
angular velocity: 

0 = ~ = _y_ (4.5) 
ld 7rd2 
2 

The stream function for this rotating pair is formed by the sum of the stream functions of 
the initia! vortices plus a correction term for the rotating system. For the case of the point 
vortices with equal strength 1 at locations ( ~, 0), the stream function in the corotating system 
can analytically be determined and is given by: 

A plot of the separatrices of this stream function as given in figure 2.1 shows the two original 
point vortices but also the two fictitious vortices, due to the corotation. At large distauces 
from the vortex system, the streamlines are circular. 

In the point vortex model the merger process can essentially not be simulated; the distance 
between the vortices is constant. To be able to model the stages of the merger process, a time 
dependent distance d between the vortices is used; the two point vortices are thus forced to 
approach each other. For the time dependence, a fit for the distance between the eentres of 
the vortices obtained by the contour dynamics model (figure 4.6) is used (initial intercentraid 
separation d=1.4, radius R=0.6012, 4-contour vortices, 1=0.4903). 

t < 14.341 

t ~ 14.341 

d(t)/2 = 0.7 

d(t)/2 = 0.537 + 0.0288t- 0.0012lt2 

(4.7) 

(4.8) 

Here t=14.341 is the second point of intersection between the two curves from figure 4.6. The 
strength 1, and the initial distance between the vortices are taken the same as in the contour 
dynamics model. Also the radius of the circles with the passive tracers is taken the same as 
the radius for the patches in the contour dynamics model (table 4.1). The results of the point 
vortex merging modeHing are shown in figure 4. 7. 
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Figure 4.1: Point vortex modelling of merger process, 4 passive contours, 
"Y = 0.4903, dini=1.4. solid lines: passive contours, dotted lines: separatrices. 

In figure 4. 7, also the separatrices are shown. lnitially, only the outer ring is partly located 
outside the 8-shaped inner separatrix. Therefore, the rings inside the inner separatrix are 
initially hardly deformed. 

At t=lO.O fiuid is exchanged between the vortices. This fiuid was initially located between 
the 3rd and 4th outerringsof each monopole. In the following time steps, this fiuid is wrapped 
around the other vortex. After a certain decrease of the distance between the vortices, the 
separatrix will get smaller and also the more inner located contours will become located 
outside the inner separatrix (t=20.0). Now, also these contours will be deformed and an 
exchange of more fiuid between the vortices will occur. At t=30.0, the ejection of spiral arms 
at the hyperbolic points on the outer separatrix becomes visible. These arms contain fiuid of 
both vortices. 

Comparison of the results of the contour dynamics model with the results from figure 4. 7 
reveal some differences. In the point vortex model, 
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1. the inner contours are less deformed 

2. At t=lü.O, the formed cusps are strongly deformed and are partly pulled towards the 
inner separatrix, which results in a lesser exchange of fluid. 

3. the vorticity arms are ejected at a later point of time. 

The ejection of the vorticity arms at later times in the point vortex model is a result of the 
deformation of the streamline pattern. In the point vortex model this deformation is totally 
due to the changing positions of the vortices. In the contour dynamics model however, the 
deformation of the separatrices is caused by the changing positions of the vortices and the 
deformation of each vortex; the adveetion causes the 'centre of gravity' of the vorticity of both 
vortices to approach. This effect results in an extra decrease of the size of the separatrices. 
Therefore in the contour dynamics model, the time at which the outer rings exceeds the 
separatrices 82, will be smaller than in the point vortex model. This results in a faster 
ejection of vortex arms. 

The other differences (1. and 2.) are a result of the larger gradient in the stream function 
and of the non-changing vorticity distri bution of each vortex in the point vortex model. These 
effects, both a result of the concentration of the vorticity in two singular points, will cause 
the stream function near the centre of each vortex, to become less deformed. Therefore also 
the inner contours will become less deformed. 

Wh en a contour moves away from one vort ex towards the other, the large gradient of the 
stream function near the vortex centre (point vortex model) will deform this contour to a 
larger degree than for the case when the vorticity is more smeared out (contour dynamics 
model). This phenomenon can beseen at t=lü.O in figure 4.7 and is responsible for 2. 

The point vortex model is a very helpful tool for understanding the basics of the merger 
process. The model explains the exchange of fluid between the two vortices and also the 
ejection of vortex armscan be understood using this model. However, the point vortex model 
can essentially not explain a critical distance ratio for the merger process. It can also not 
explain the changing streamline pattem due to the deformation of the morropales during the 
process of merging. 

In general, the point vortex model can only be used for descrihing phenomena quantitatively, 
when the distances between all vortices are large compared to the radii of each vortex. For 
the merger process, this is clearly not the case. The point vortex model is therefore only used 
to describe some qualitative aspects of the merger process. 
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4.4 Finite difference method 

The process of merging has been examined numerically using a two-dimensional finite differ
ence methad ( originally developed by P. Orlandi and R. Verzicco, extended and improved by 
J. van Geffen). In this numerical code the physical domain is a rectangular grid on which the 
initial vorticity on t=O is given for every grid point. The distances between the gridpoints 
are ~x and ~y respectively in x and y-direction. To calculate the vorticity distribution at 
equidistant timesteps tn = n~t, the incompressible two-dimensional vorticity equation (2.11) 
and the Poisson equation for the stream function (2.13), are discretised in space and time. 
These equations are now solved using a third-order Runge-Kutta methad and a Poisson solver. 
For a more comprehensive and detailed description, see appendix B. 

4.4.1 Evolution of Bessel vortices in viscous flows 

To study the influence of the changing vorticity distri bution ( due to viseaus effects) on the 
process of merging, Bessel vortices truncated at the first zero are used in the numerical 
simulations. In this section it will become clear that these Bessel-like monopoles are deformed 
by horizontal diffusion. In time, the original vortices have the tendency to evolve to Lamb 
monopoles. 

In the used finite difference method, only non-dimensional numbers are used and calculated. 
All radii, distances, times etc. mentioned in this section will thus be non-dimensional. To 
dimensionalize the values again, the calculated values have to be transformed to real values, 
relevant in the laboratory experiments by using the transformations described with equation 
(2.3). 

In all numerical simulations ( unless specified differently) Bessel monopoles with a non
dimensional circulation 'Y* = 2.0 and radius Rmax = 1.0 ( defined as the position where 
the Bessel function becomes equal to zero) are used. In a numerical simulation the non
dimensional viscosity v* then determines the Reynolds number of the flow. The same defini
tions for the radius (R(vmax)) and the characteristic velocity (U(R(vmax))) as in the labora
tory experiments are used to calculate the Reynolds number. For the Bessel monopole used 
in the simulations, R(vmax) = 0.766, U(R(vmax)) = 0.357 and the viscosity v* thus determine 
the Reynolds number of the simulated flow. 

When a Bessel monopole is situated in a viseaus flow, the structure of the vortex changes; 
the radius of the vortex increases, which leads to a decreasing vorticity amplitude (tot al 
circulation is fixed). Diffusion effects smooth the discontinuity in the gradient of the vorticity 
at the boundary of the Bessel vortex. The magnitude of the influence of the horizontal 
diffusion effect on a vort ex depends on the Reynolds number, the initial gradients in the 
vorticity distribution and the time period in which the diffusion effect has been able to change 
the vortex structure. For the mentioned Bessel-like vortex in a viseaus flow (v* = 10-3 ; 

Re = 273) this results in a time evolution for the profiles of the vorticity and azimuthal 
velocity as shown in figure 4.8a and b. To minimize the influence of side wall effects on the 
flow, the locations of the corners of the boundary box are taken (-10,-10) and (10,10) and 
free-slip boundary conditions are used. 
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Figure 4.8a & b: Vorticity (a) and azimuthal velocity (b) on a line through the 
centre of the monopole at several points of times for v* = 10-3 , E = 0. At t = 0: 
Bessel monopole, R(vrnax) = 0.766, "'* = 2.0. 

Using the profiles as shown in figure 4.8a & b, the radius of the morropale in a viseaus flow 
can be calculated as a function of time. This radius can be defined in several ways. In this 
section, two definitions for the radius of a morropale are used: 

1. position / radius where the azimuthal velocity reaches its maximum. When this defini
tion of the radius is used, the radius is noted as R( Vrnax). The azimuthal velocity can 
be calculated from the vorticity distribution using: ve(r) = ~ J; w(r')r'dr'. 

2. position / radius where the vorticity is equal to a certain fraction of the vorticity in the 
centre of the vortex. This radius will be indicated as e.g. R 1;e, Ro.I, Ro.OI· Here the 
radius is defined as the location where the vorticity is equal to 1/e, 0.1, 0.01 times the 
maximum vorticity, respectively. 

In figure 4.9 the time dependenee of the radius of the monopole, using the mentioned defini
tions for the radius, is shown. The radius of the morropale as shown in figure 4.9 will be used 
later in this chapter for the calculation of the critical distance ratio. 

When at several times during the evolution of the flow, the vorticity profile is compared 
with the Lamb morropale model, it becomes clear that the initial Bessel vortex evolves to a 
Lamb vortex due to the diffusion effect (figure 4.10). The correspondence of the data and the 
Lamb morropale model in figure 4.9 also reveal this phenomenon. 

In figure 4.10, the scaled vorticity profiles for the simulation shown in figure 4.8, are shown 
for t=O, t=75, and t=150. At t=75, the difference between R1;e for the evolving Bessel 
morropale and the Lamb morropale model is 6.8% (for t=150: 0.97%). 
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Figure 4.9: time dependenee of the radius of a Bessel monopole. 
Initia] situation: Bessel monopole, v* = 10-3 , 1* = 2.0, R( Vmax)=O. 766. 
Solid lines: Lamb monopole model. 

For the studied bounded viscous 2D flow, the vorticity distribution thus has the tendency to 
evolve into a Lamb monopole. For larger Reynolds numbers (and thus smaller v*), the Lamb 
monopole vorticity distribution will be reached at a later point of time. 
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Figure 4.10: Scaled deformation of the vorticity distribution due to the viseaus 
effects. Initia] situation: Bessel monopole, v* = 10-3 , 1* = 2.0, R( Vmax) =0. 766. 
Dotted line: Lamb monopole model. 
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When in the finite difference method the linear Ekman effect is taken into account by adding 
the two terms of equation (2.69) to the 2D-vorticity equation, the time evolution of a vortex 
in a viscous flow with a linear model for the Ekman effect can be numerically simulated. 

In general the Ekman pumping is smaller than according to the linear theory for positive 
relative vorticity. Van de Konijnenberg (1995) has shown that this linear model still gives the 
correct magnitude for the pumping rate for Ro ~ 1. Therefore the linear theory is used to 
study the Ekman effect. 

Because equation (2.69) only holds for no-slip boundary conditions, these conditions are 
used for the bounding box. In appendix C, it is shown that the influence of no-slip conditions 
instead of free-slip conditions on the flow field can be neglected for the case: v* = 10-3 , 

boundary box: (-10,-10) ; (10,10), Rmax = 1.0, 1* = 2.0 . Accordingly it is allowed to 
compare the simulation with and without the Ekman effect, while the boundary conditions 
are left out of consideration. 

The results of the evolution of a Bessel monopole in a viscous flow with the linear ap
proximation for the Ekman effect (0 = 1.0, v* = 10-3 , R( Vmax) = 0. 766, 1* = 2.0 (all 
non-dimensional) and thus Re= 273, E = 1.70 · 10-3 ) are shown in figure 4.11. 
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Figure 4.11: Decrease of Wmax (at r=O) and increase of the radius of a monopole 
for the case with the linear Ekman effect: v* = 10-3 , E = 1. 70 · 10-3 compared 
with the case without Ekman effect: v* = 10-3 , E = 0. At t = 0: Bessel monopole, 
R(vmax) = 0.766, 1* = 2.0. 

The Ekman pumping of fluid from the Ekman boundary into the interior, results in a de
creasing vorticity, an increasing radius and a deformation of the vorticity distribution. All 
these effects affect the process of merging and are therefore studied in this section. 

In figure 4.11a, the time-dependenee of the vorticity in the centre of the monopole with 
v* = 10-3 , E = 0 is compared with the case v* = 10-3 , E = 1. 70 · 10-3 . Figure 4.11a shows 
that for this case, the linear Ekman effect is the predominant mechanism for the strongly 
decreasing vorticity. 
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The e-folding times for the vorticity decay due to the Ekman effect and due to horizontal 
diffusion can both be estimated. For a single Ekman layer the vorticity decay e-folding time 
for the linearEkman effect, is given by (see e.g. van Heijst (1992)): 

T __ I_ 
E- D,El/2 (4.9) 

For the performed simulation, the Ekman decay time is thus TE = 24.4. This corresponds to 
the vorticity decrease at t=O, for the simulation with E = 1.70 · 10-3 in figure 4.11. 

Diffusion also gives rise to a vorticity decay. The vorticity e-folding time due to horizon
tal diffusion can be determined for a Lamb monopole. This exponential decay time ( using 
equation (2.26)) 

(4.10) 

yields for the case of a radius of R 1;e = 0.728 (R1;e for the initial Bessel monopole) and a 
viscosity of v* = 10-3 a non-dimensional horizontal diffusion time Td = 132. 7. When this 
value is compared with the numerical data in figure 4.11 (E = 0), the condusion can be drawn 
that the estimated e-folding time gives a smaller value than the numerical simulation, although 
the order of magnitude is the same. The smaller e-folding time is a direct consequence of the 
time dependenee of R 1;e, shown in figure 4.9. 

In figure 4.11 b, the time dependenee of the radius of a monopole for the cases E = 0 
and E = 1.70 · 10-3 are compared (v* = 10-3 ). The vortex is slightly larger when a linear 
approximation for the Ekman effect is used, than the case without this Ekman effect taken 
into account. After t = 3TE (t ~ 75) the difference between the radius for the case with and 
without the Ekman effect stays approximately constant. This effect can be explained using 
the conservation of mass on the volume of the vortex (figure 4.12). 
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Figure 4.12: Effect of Ekman pumping on a cyclonic vortex. 

(4.11) 

The vertical velocity w due to the linearEkman effect at the bottorn resulting in the stretching 
or campressing of the vortex, depends on the vorticity according to equation (2.60): 

1 
w = -HwE112 

2 
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Using equation (4.11) and (4.12), the time derivative ofthe area ofthe vortex can be written 
as: 

dA = ~wAEl/2 
dt 2 

(4.13) 

The rate of change at t=O, using equation (4.13) and inserting the values: w = 1.475, A= 7T, 

E = 1. 70 · 10-3 , yields the estimation dAj dt = 0.095. 
The strong decreasing vorticity (figure 4.1la) results in a linear strong decrease of the area 

change (equation (4.13)), which causes the influence of the Ekman effect on the radius of 
the vortex to decrease rapidly. To determine the overall importance of this effect, also the 
magnitude of the horizontal diffusion term has to be known. In order to obtain an estimation, 
we use equation (2.32): 

dA 
- = 47TV 
dt 

(4.14) 

Using v* = 10-3 this gives an initial ra te of change of dA/ dt = 0.013. This indicates that at 
t=O for v* = 10-3 , E = 1. 70 · 10-3 , the Ekman effect is more important than the diffusion 
effect. The strong decreasing vorticity and the small influence on the cross-sectional area A, 
however, reduces the influence of this Ekman effect on the radius increase, to the first stage 
of the evolution of the vortex. After approximately three times the Ekman time (t = 3TE; 
Ä.Ekm = 5 · 10-3 ), this influence can be neglected, resulting in a constant difference between 
the vortex radius for the case with and without the Ekman effect. 

Knowledge of the changing vorticity distri bution is important to understand certain aspects 
of the merger process. The Ekman effect results in an increasing radius and a decreasing 
vorticity. This results in an extra deformation of the original vortex. Figure 4.13 shows the 
scaled vorticity distribution of an initially Bessel-type monopolar vortex in a viscous flow 
(v* = 10-3 ) at t=450. 
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Figure 4.13: ScaJed vorticity distribution for a cyclonic and an anticyclonic 
monopole in a viseaus flow with a correction for the Ekman effect (v* = 10-3 , 

E = 1. 70 · 10-3 ), compared with the case without the Ekman effect (v* = 10-3 , 

E = 0 ), bath for t=450. 
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The solid line shows the profile without the Ekman effect and the dotted lines give the vorticity 
profile with the linear approximation for the Ekman effect (E = 1. 70 · 10-3 ) for a cyclonic 
and an anticyclonic vortex. 

Figure 4.13 shows the outward (inward) adveetion of vorticity for cyclonic (anticyclonic) 
vortices due to the linear approximation of the Ekman effect, resulting in a slightly larger 
(smaller) radius. 

The strongly decreasing vorticity due to the pumping effect, reduces the time period in 
which the vortex exists. The relevant time scale for this mechanism, is the Ekman time TE. 

The shape of the profile for the case with and without the linear Ekman effect is not 
exactly the same (Kloosterziel & van Heijst (1992)), but the predominant mechanism for the 
deformation of the vorticity distribution for the case studied, is the diffusion effect. 

It is shown that the increase of the radius due to the Ekman pumping effect only occurs 
d uring the first stages of the merger process ( t < 3TE) and is only a fraction of the increase 
of the radius due to the diffusion effect. Therefore, in our study of the merger process in the 
next subsection, only the horizontal diffusion effect is taken into account. 

The influence of the Ekman effect on the processis investigated for only one case to simulate 
the laboratory experiments: Re = 1.2 · 103 , E = 10-3 . 

4.4.2 Numerical simulations of the merger process 

The consistency of the finite difference method and the contour dynamics model is stuclied 
by camparing the results of both methods for the same initial situation. The results of the 
simulation of the merger process with the finite difference method are compared with the 
contour dynamics method by using the same values for the parameters as in figures 4.2 and 
4.3: /*=0.4903, Wmax=l.O, dini = 1.4, R=ao/4. The radius of a vortex is here defined as the 
location where the vorticity becomes equal to zero. 

Because the contour dynamics model is essentially inviscid, the Reynolds number in the 
finite difference method, has to be taken as large as possible without the code to become 
unstable. Trial and error resulted in a viscosity equal to v* = 10-8 (Re = 6.7 · 106 ) and a 
513x513 grid. Because the Reynolds number is chosen this large, the viseaus effects can be 
neglected and the deformations in the vorticity distribution are now predominantly due to 
the advective terms in the 2D-vorticity equation. It is therefore possible in this case to follow 
contours of tracers superposed on the initial vortices, to investigate the changing vorticity 
distribution. 

The numerically simulated merger process using the mentioned values for the parameters 
is shown in figure 4.14. In this simulation the initial values of the radius of the contours are 
chosen the same as the radius of the patches in the contour dynamics method (table 4.1). 

When these results are compared with the results obtained by the contour dynamics model 
(see figures 4.2 and 4.3), the resemblance is striking; the only differences that can be seen 
are the smaller length of the vortex arms and the edges of the contours being more smooth. 
These differences are due to a combination of small viseaus effects (finite Reynolds number) 
and the finite distance between the grid points which smooth the thin vorticity filaments. 

Although the simulated process is essentially symmetrie, certain non-symmetrie details can 
be seen. For example at t=30.0 and t=40.0: the length of both the vorticity arms are not 
equal. These non-symmetrie effects are caused by the node redistribution in the numerical 
code. At each time step a spline function through all points is calculated and is used to insert 
new points at locations on the contours where: 
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• the curvature of the contours exceeds a certain value, 

• the space separation between two neighbouring nodes is too large 

• the distance between two different ( neighbouring) contours becomes small. 

The used spline function through each contour is smooth except at the node which acts as 
the begin and end point of the contour. This begin and end point of the spline function is 
for both vortices located on the right side of each contour on the x-axis and is therefore not 
positioned symmetrically around the common centre. The inserted points can now become 
non-symmetrically located for the two vortices. This can cause the small differences in, for 
example, the length of the filaments. 
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Figure 4.14: Merging of Bessel vortices, fini te difference model, d = 1.4, 1'* =0.4903, 
R = a 0 j4, v* = 10-8 , 513x513 grid, .6.t=O.l, free-slip boundary conditions. 

When viscous effects are taken into account, the radius of the vortices increases and the 
vorticity distribution changes. When the initial distance between the vortices is larger than 
the critical distance, the vortices will quickly merge when Gerit is reached. This phenomenon 
is investigated in section 4.4.3. 

When the intercentraid separation is smaller than the critica! distance, the vortices will 
merge quickly. The time during which the horizontal diffusion effect has been able to change 
the monopoles will therefore be limited. When the experiment shown in figure 4.14 is repeated, 
now with a viscosity equal to v* = 10-4 (Re = 0.67 · 103 ; typical value in the laboratory 
experiments), the influence of viscous effects on the merger process itself can be studied 
(figure 4.15). 

Comparing figure 4.14 and 4.15 the condusion can be drawn that the horizontal diffusion 
effect does not significantly influence the merger process itself. Except some details, no 
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differences are observable. This can be understood when the merger time(~ 50) is compared 
with the horizontal diffusion decay time Td. For the simulated flow, this non-dimensional 
time is approximately Td = 530 and is thus very large compared with the time needed for the 
merger process. 
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Figure 4.15: Merging of Bessel vortices, fini te difference model, d = 1.4, -y* =0.4903, 
R = a 0 j4, v* = 10-4 , 257x257 grid, tlt=O.l, free-slip boundary conditions. 

4.4.3 Symmetrie merging for various d and Reynolds numbers 

Using the finite difference method, the time until completion of the merger process of two 
identical Bessel vortices has been determined for several initia! distances and various Reynolds 
numbers (the Ekman effect is not taken into account). This time will be indicated as T(B, 
Compl.) with the index B indicating the initia! Bessel monopoles and Compl. indicating 
the time until completion of the merger process. The completion of the merger process is 
(in this report) defined as the time at which the core of the newly formed vortex structure 
has become a 'stable' elliptical vortex. This time was determined roughly by visualising the 
vorticity distribution and determining the time of completion on the face of it. The reason 
for defining the time until completion like this has several reasons: 
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• It is easy and fast, which is important when a large number of simulations has to be 
performed to obtain certain parameter dependent relations. 

• The results obtained using this method, are accurate enough to calculate fits for the 
mentioned relations. Afterwards, a statistica! analysis can quantify the errors made. 

• The accuracy of a relation between two parameters depends strongly on the number 
of numerical simulations. This makes the exact value of each measuring point less 
important. 

The results of the merger process for Bessel vortices with various initial distances d and values 
for viscosity v* are shown in figures 4.16 and 4.17. In these simulations the parameters for 
the vortices have different values than the former simulations. In this case, Bessel vortices 
with 'Y* = 2.0, R(w=O) = Rmax = 1.0 and thus R(vmax) = 0.766, U(R(vmax)) = 0.357 are 
used. To minimize the infiuence of the side wall effects on the flow, a boundary box (with 
corners: (-10,-10) and (10,10)) with free-slip boundary conditions is used. 
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Figure 4.16: Time until completion of symmetrie merging for Bessel vortices as a 
function of the initia] distance dini and the non-dimensional viscosity v*. 
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Time until completion of the merger process 
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Figure 4.17: Time until completion of symmetrie merging for Bessel vortices as a 
function of the initia] distance dini and the non-dimensional viscosity v*. 
The regression curves of tigure 4.16 are used. 

In figure 4.16, T(B, Compl.) is shown for various Reynolds numbers. The fitted curves in 
figure 4.16 are used to calculate the equi-time curves in figure 4.17. From these two figures 
for all initial situations (27.3 <Re< 2.73 · 105 ) for symmetrie merging in a 2D flow (E = 0), 
the time until the completion of the process of merging can be determined. 

In figure 4.16 and 4.17, an asymptotic behaviour is observable. For large Reynolds numbers 
( v* = 10-6 ), T (B, Compl.) rapidly increases for an increase of the initial distance dini between 
the vortices. 

The critical distance dcrit is the distance between the vortices for which merging just occurs. 
For the merging of Bessel vortices dcrit can be determined as the largest distance between the 
vortices for which merging still occurs in a flow with an infinitely large Reynolds number. 

In figure 4.16, the data for v*- 1 = 0.5 · 106 and v*-1 = 106 almost coincide. This indicates 
that for flows with v* ::; 10-6 the viscous effects do not affect the merger process significantly. 
The smallest value for the viscosity v* for which the merger process is simulated is therefore 
taken v* = 10-6 (Re= 2.73 · 105 ). 
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For v* = 10-6 , the largest distance for which merging was found was d=2.60. The merger 
process finished at t=900. For v* = 10-6 and d=2.61, the simulation was stopped at t=1350 
as a result of the limited computational time. At this time the vortices were still not merged. 
The critical distance derit for the process of merging is therefore (slightly) larger than 2.60 
(d = 2.60+). The asymptotic behaviour in figure 4.16 and 4.17, however, indicates that the 
value derit = 2.60, which is not exact, is a good estimation for the real critical distance ratio. 

When the critical distance derit for the merger process is divided by the radius of each 
monopole, the critical distance ratio Gerit is found. In section 1.1.1 the radius was defined 
in several ways. This results in a critical distance ratio which depends for a certain critical 
distance on the definition of the radius of the vortices. In accordance with the definitions of 
the radius the critical distance ratios Gerit will be noted as G1;e, Go.t, Go.ot, G(vmax)· Here 
derit is divided by Rt;e, Ro.t, Ro.ot and R(vmax), respectively. For Bessel vortices Gt;e is 
thus: Gl/e = ~rit = 3.57+. 

1/e 

For the inviscid case, the radius of the monopoles can also be defined as the radius where 
the Bessel function becomes equal to zero (Rmax)· For the simulations performed, this radius 
is chosen Rmax = 1. U sing this definition of the radius, the critical distance ratio ( Gmax), 

determined with the finite difference method (v* = 10-6 ) can be compared with the critical 
distance ratio, determined with the contour dynamics model. For the finite difference method 
we find: Gmax = 2.60. This value is consistent with the interval found with the contour 
dynamics model in the previous section. 

For smaller Reynolds numbers (larger v*), merging still occurs for initial distances larger 
than d=2.60. The mechanism responsible for this effect is the already mentioned horizontal 
diffusion effect: diffusion of vorticity results in an increasing radius. This increasing radius 
causes the ratio of the distance between the vortices and the radius of the vortices ( dind R) to 
decrease. This process will continue until the critical distance ratio is reached and the merger 
process starts. In the case of a viseaus flow we can therefore also define a critical radius Rerit 

for which the merger process starts. Now also the mentioned definition of the radius can 
be used. In this thesis this critical radius will be noted as Rerit,lje' Rerit,O.l, Rerit,O.Ol and 
Rcrit,Vmax · 

In figure 4.10 it was shown that a monopole in a viseaus flow evolves to a Lamb vortex. 
The critical distance ratio Gerit of the merger process depends on the type of vortices used; 
the critical distance ratio of Bessel vortices differs from the Gerit for Lamb vortices. The 
magnitude of the influence of viseaus effects on a monopole depends on the initial shape of 
the monopole, v*, and the age of the monopole. For Bessel monopoles, the critica! distance 
ratio for merging therefore depends on v* and the time until the critical distance ratio is 
reached. For a certain viscosity this results in a Gerit, which depends on the initial distance 
between the vortices. 

A combination of the increasing radius and the changing vortex structure result in the dini

dependence of Gerit and thus determine the time at which the merger process starts. In the 
rest of this section these effects will be discussed. 

Because a Bessel monopole in a viseaus flow evolves to a Lamb monopole, vortices with a 
larger initial centraid separation dini will have become more 'Lamb-shaped' at the time when 
Gerit is reached. It therefore seems plausible that Gerit for larger dini will be closer to the 
critical value for Lamb vortices than for smaller initial distances. 
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To study the initial distance dependenee of the merger process, Gerit for the merging of 
Lamb vortices has been determined in accordance with the methad used for Bessel vortices. 
For v* = 10-6 , the critical distance ratio was slightly larger than 4.68: for d/R=4.68 merging 
occurred at t=1800, for d/R=4.69 the simulation was stopped at t=2500. At this time 
the vortices had still not merged. The value for Lamb vortices was therefore found to be 
G1;e = 4.68+ (compare G1;e = 3.57+ for Bessel vortices). 

In order todetermine Gerit forthemerger processin a viseaus flow as a function of dini, this 
initial distance is divided by the radius of the monopoles in a flow with the same Reynolds 
number at the time at which the process of merging starts. This radius can be determined 
for v* = 10-3 , using figure 4.9. In figures 4.16 and 4.17, the time until the completion of the 
merger process is given. The time at which Gerit is reached is the time at which the merger 
process starts: T(B, Start). When this starting time is known for a certain initial distance 
and Reynolds number, the radius of the monopoles when Gerit is reached can be determined 
and the critical distance ratio can be calculated. 

T(B, Start) can not be determined accurately by the original simulation of two Bessel 
vortices. The reason for this is that when the merger process starts the outer vorticity regions 
start moving slowly but the intercentraid separation stays the same (figure 4.6). Also, when 
the critical distance ratio of the merger process has not been reached, the outer regions of the 
two vortices already deform. This is a result of the non-concentric shape of the streamlines 
inside the inner separatrix (section 2.5.1). It is therefore very difficult todetermine the time 
at which the outer vorticity regions deform due to the start of the merger process. This is 
the reason for using another methad for calculating the starting time of the merger process. 

The time at which the process of merging starts for a viseaus flow can be estimated using 
two different methods: 

1. t(Rerit): the time until the radius of each vortex has become equal to the critica! 
radius Rerit,lje for Lamb vortices. This time is calculated for v* = 10-3 with linear 
interpolation of the data in figure 4.9. 

2. t(sim): the time until completion of the merger process for two Bessel vortices with a 
certain initial distance ( T(B, Compl. )r=R), minus the merging time of two Lamb vortices 
with the same initial distance, but a radius equal to the critical radius for Lamb vortices 
( T(L, Compl. )r=Rcrit with L indicating _Lamb monopoles to initialize the vort ex flow): 

t(sim) = T(B, Compl.)r=R- T(L, Compl.)r=Rcrit. (4.15) 

Both times are determined by numerical simulation. 

The time at which the merger processstarts T(B, Start) is in general not equal to the first 
approximation. Only when each monopole has evolved to a perfect Lamb monopole at the 
time at which the merger process starts, this approximation will give the correct starting 
time. The approximated time will in general be smaller than the real starting time because 
the monopoles can already have reached the Rerit for Lamb vortices but still have not begun 
merging. The initial vorticity distribution is at this time still not deformed into perfect Lamb 
vortices. 

Also the second approximation will only give the correct starting time, when the monopoles 
have become perfect Lamb monopoles at the start of the merger process. This approximation 
will in general be larger than the real starting time T(B, Start). This can be understood 
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by camparing the vorticity distribution of Lamb shaped vortices and Bessel vortices. The 
merging time of Bessel vortices and Lamb vortices both placed at the same initial distance, 
and radii R 1;e both equal to Rerit,lje for Lamb vortices, will differ. The Lamb vortices will 
start merging immediately. For the Bessel vortices however, Gerit has not been reached. 
Befare the merger process itself starts, it will take a while befare the diffusion effect has 
increased the radius of the vortices to become equal to Rerit of the evolved vortices. This 
results in a larger tot al merging time for Bessel vortices ( or in general for evolving Bessel 
vortices), than for Lamb vortices. 

t(Rerit) will in general be smaller than the real starting time of the merger process. The 
value of t(sim) will in all cases be larger than the real starting time. Both times will be closer 
to the real starting time value, when the initial Bessel morropales have been deformed more 
into Lamb-like vortices. We therefore can determine a time interval for the time at which 
the merger process begins. The real starting time T(B, Start) will be somewhere within this 
interval. When at t = T(B, Start), the initial morropales have been deformed to a larger 
degree and better match the shape of Lamb vortices, the time interval will be smaller and 
the real starting time will be known more accurately. When the starting time of the merger 
process for a certain initial distance ( and v* = 10-3 ) is known, the radius of the vort ex at this 
time can be determined using figure 4.9. Now also the critical distance ratio of the merger 
process for this initial situation is known within a certain accuracy interval. 

t(Rerit) and t(sim) have been determined for Bessel vortices at several initial distances. In 
table 4.2 these approximated values forthestarting time of the merger process and the critical 
distance ratio values for several initial distauces are calculated for v* = 10-3 , 1* = 2, free-slip 
boundary conditions, 20x20 domain and Bessel morropales ( R( Vmax) = 0. 766) to initialize the 
vort ex flow. 

dini t(Rerit) t(sim) T(B, Start) cl/e Co.I Co.Ol C(vmax) 
3.0 x x x x x x x 
3.5 26 73±3 51 ±25 4.46±0.23 3.11±0.28 2.33±0.31 4.09±0.29 
3.8 66 99±3 84 ±18 4.49±0.21 3.05±0.17 2.23±0.13 4.06±0.22 
4.0 87 117±3 104±17 4.52±0.20 3.05±0.16 2.22±0.12 4.09±0.21 
4.2 107 134±3 122±15 4.57±0.15 3.07±0.11 2.22±0.09 4.11±0.12 
4.5 142 157±3 151±10 4.62±0.09 3.08±0.06 2.21±0.06 4.12±0.08 
4.8 176 183±3 181±5 4.66±0.05 3.05±0.04 2.18±0.03 4.11±0.04 
5.0 200 203±3 203±3 4.65±0.04 3.09±0.04 2.20±0.02 4.15±0.03 

C(Lamb) 4.68+ 3.o8+ 2.18+ 4.15+ 
C(Bessel) 3.57+ 2.82+ 2.6o+ 3.37+ 

Table 4.2: Critica] distance ratio values for several definitions of the radius of the vortices. 

Initia] situation: Bessel vortices with Rmax = 1.0, d = dini, r* = 2.0, v* = 10-3 , Td = 132.7 

The critical distance ratio can not be determined for dini=3.0 because for this case the initial 
radius of the vortices is already larger than Rerit for Lamb vortices. When, for a certain dini, 
the initial radius of the vortices is smaller than Rerit for Lamb vortices, both t(Rerit) and 
t(sim) can be determined and the critica! distance ratio can be estimated. 

For a larger initial distance, the critical distance ratio is known more accurately, in ac
cordance with the expectations. It is also clear that the critica! distance ratio for large dini 
becomes, within a small accuracy interval, equal to Gerit for Lamb vortices. 
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For dini = 2.60, the Bessel vortices start merging at t=O. For this initial distance, the initial 
distance ratio is equal to Gerit for perfect Bessel vortices (bottom row in table 4.2). 

From these results, the condusion can be drawn, that for viseaus flows with ( dini/ Rinihje > 
3.57, the critical distance ratio for which merging occurs is larger than Gerit for Bessel vortices 
and smaller than for Lamb vortices. For larger dini, the diffusion effect will have had more 
influence on the vortices at the time at which the merger process starts. This results in a 
Gerit closer to the value of Lamb vortices for larger dini· For dini = 4.50, at the starting time 
of the merger process tstart = 151 ± 10, the critical value of the merger process has become 
equal to G1;e = 4.62 ± 0.09. The maximum possible difference between this value and Gerit 

for Lamb vortices is only 3%. 
The numerical simulations also reveal that a relatively small vorticity deformation (figure 

3.2) results in a strongly changing critical distance ratio. In the laboratory experiments it is 
therefore impossible to find one value for the critical distance ratio for all experiments. Small 
deformations, due to horizontal diffusion and the Ekman pumping effect, result in a critical 
distance ratio interval defined by Gerit of the original vortices (just after the creation) and 
the Gerit of the evolved deformed vortices at t ---> oo. 

When the intercentraid separation of the morropales is large compared with the radius 
of each monopole, the deformation of the morropales due to adveetion caused by the other 
morropale can be neglected. When this deformation of each morropale is neglected until the 
start of the merger process and the deformations are thus totally due to horizontal diffusion, 
Geritfora certain dini (column 5,6,7,8) has the same value for all (finite) Reynolds numbers. 
The time at which the Gerit and a certain vorticity distribution is reached and the merger 
process starts still depends on the Reynolds numbers. When the starting times of the merger 
process (column 4) are scaled with the e-folding time of the diffusion effect, Td, also these 
values will be the same for all Reynolds numbers. In the experiments performed, the defor
mation of the vorticity distribution until the start of the merger process, due to adveetion 
is limited. For every Reynolds number and initial distance, it is therefore possible to esti
mate the magnitude of the starting time of the merger process and the Gerit within a certain 
accuracy interval. 

In our experiments, the vorticity distribution of the morropale just after the creation time 
was fitted with the Bessel vortex model. Figure 3.2, however, shows that also the Lamb 
morropale model could well have been used. The numerical simulations reveal that the crit
ical distance ratio for Bessel vortices ( G( Vmax) = 3.37) and the critical distance ratio for 
Lamb vortices (G(vmax) = 4.15) differ significantly. It is therefore difficult to campare the 
numerically determined values for Gerit with the values found in the experiments. The mag
nitude of Gerit, however has to be the same; the critical distance ratios determined for the 
laboratory experiments have a value between the numerical value found for Bessel vortices, 
and the value determined for Lamb vortices. The experimental values are therefore consistent 
with the values found with the numerical simulations. 
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4.4.4 Symmetrie merging in a viscous flow with a linear 
approximation for the Ekman effect 

In section 4.4.1, the influence of the Ekman effect on a monopole was studied (v* = 10-3 , 

E = 1.70 · 10-3 ). It was shown that for this case, the vorticity decay e-folding time due to 
the Ekman effect initially is a factor 6 smaller than the exponential decay time as a result of 
horizontal diffusion. This small Ekman time caused the vorticity to decrease dramatically. 

Also the radius and the vorticity distribution of the monopole were changed by the Ekman 
effect. It is shown, however, that this effect was restricted to the first stage of the merger 
process as a result of the strongly decreasing vorticity. After t = 3TE, the influence of the 
Ekman effect on the radius and the shape of the vortices could be neglected. In the laboratory 
experiments, however, the time at which the vortices start merging has a typical value smaller 
than t = 3TE. In this case the Ekman effect thus will play an important role. 

In this section the consequences of the Ekman effect for the process of merging are investi
gated. The linear Ekman effect is included in the numerical code to simulate the laboratory 
experiment shown in figure 3.5. In the numerical simulations the non-dimensional numbers 
are therefore taken the same as in the laboratory experiments: Re = 1.2 · 103 , Ro = 1.1, 
E = 1.0 · 10-3 and dind R( Vmax)ini = 5.58. These are the values of the flow in the labora
tory experiment at t=50s, the time at which both monopoles have reached the equilibrium 
state (see figure 3.5). In the numerical experiments t=O thus corresponds to t=50s, in the 
laboratory experiments. In the numerical simulations, a non-dimensional time is used in the 
calculations. To be able to compare the numerical simulations with the laboratory exper
iments, this non-dimensional time has to be dimensionalized in accordance with equation 
(2.3). 

Because dini > dcrit for Bessel vortices, the merger process will not start immediately. Just 
when the critical distance ratio for the evolving Bessel monopoles is reached, merging will 
begin. The results of the simulation is shown in figure 4.18. 

The rate. of change of cross sectional area due totheEkman effect at t=O.O is approximately 
equal to AEkm = 0.136. When this is compared with the area change due to horizontal 

diffusion (Ädiff = 0.015), the condusion can be drawn that initially the linear Ekman effect 
is the predominant mechanism for the increasing area of the monopoles. In figure 4.18 at 
t=20.0, this radius increase of the vortices is shown. The Ekman effect thus leads to a 
strongly decreasing distance ratio during the initial stages of the merger process and therefore 
stimulates the process of merging. 

The increasing area due totheEkman pumpingalso leadstoa strongly decreasing vorticity 
(TE = 34.8, Td = 300). The linear model will thus give a better approximation for the pump
ing effect at a later point of time in the merger process. Because for the linear Ekman effect 
the decreasing vorticity is not compensated by the increasing area of the vortices according 
to equation (3.5), the circulation will decrease resulting in a decreasing angular velocity of 
the two vortices around their common centre. According to equation (2.71) the decrease of 
the product wAresultsin a decreasing ÄEkm· 

In general the pumping rate for the linear Ekman model is larger than the real pumping 
value. In the first stages of the merger process, when w/20 ~ 1.5 (n = 0.91), the non-linear 
Ekman model (equation (3.3)) gives a pumping rate in the centre of the vortices, which is a 
factor 1.6 larger than the linear theory. For the linear Ekman model, the area of the vortices 
will thus increase faster than for the non-linear theory resulting in a stronger decreasing 
vorticity. 
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In figure 4.18, the angular velocity of the vortices around their common centre decreases 
indicating a decreasing circulation of the monopoles. When the angle of rotation is approx
imately 200°, the vortices almost stand still and the vortices do not merge. Apparently, the 
linear Ekman theory gives a too strong decrease of the circulation of the vortices; in the 
laboratory experiment with the same non-dimensional numbers the vortices do merge at ap
proximately t=140s (~90s after the time at which the vortices have reached the equilibrium 
situation). The linear Ekman theory can therefore not be used for simulating the laboratory 
experiments; a non-linear model has to be used. The simulations performed with the linear 
approximation are, however, helpful for understanding the influence of the Ekman effect on 
the merger process: 

1. The Ekman pumping effect results in an increasing radius of the vortices. For the first 
stage of the merger process, this mechanism is predominant for the rate of change of 
the cross sectional area of the vortices. This mechanism thus stimulates the process of 
merging for cyclonic vortices. 

2. The increasing area due to the Ekman effect results in a decreasing vorticity. This 
decreasing vorticity is not compensated by the increasing area of the vortices. The 
circulation of the vortices will thus decrease. This leads to an early 'death' of the 
vortices . 
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Figure 4.18: Processof merging with a linear approximation fortheEkman effect . 
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Chapter 5 

Conclusions & Recommendations 

5.1 Conclusions 

Laboratory experiments have been performed for cyclonic vortices using the sink method. For 
this type of vortices, the vorticity distribution at the time at which the equilibrium state has 
been reached, can be approximated by the Bessel as well as the Lamb monopole model. In 
time, the vorticity distribution of the initial vortices is deformed by viscous effects. Initially, 
the vorticity distribution can well be fitted by a Bessel-like monopole, though for later points 
of time the vortex is more smeared out. The vorticity distri bution is then better approximated 
by the Lamb monopole model. During an experiment, the radius of the vortices increases and 
the vorticity and the azimuthal velocity decrease. This effect is explained by a combination of 
horizontal diffusion and the Ekman pumping effect; the rate of change of the cross-sectional 
area of the vortices has for both effects the same order of magnitude. 

The radius increase and the changing vorticity distribution both affect the merger process. 
For the merger of vortices, a critica! non-dimensional distance ratio exists; when the inter
centroid separation scaled with the radius of the vortices ( dini/ R) is smaller than this Gerit, 
merger occurs. An increasing vortex radius, due to viscous effects leads to a decreasing dis
tanee ratio. When at a certain point of time, the critical value is reached, the merger process 
starts. Thus for all initial distances, eventually coalescence will occur. The starting-time of 
the process of merging is now determined by the Ekman number and the Reynolds number 
of the flow. To determine the critical distance ratio for the merger of laboratory vortices, the 
initial distance between the vortices is divided by their radius. The distance ratio at the time 
at which the coalescence starts, now defines the critical distance ratio. 

In previous experimental studies, the radius increase of the vortices during the merger pro
cess was approximated by adding a correction for the radius increase to the initial radius. 
Historically, the fundamental problem of determining the critical distance ratio for the coales
cence of vortices therefore has been the determination of this radius increase due toa number 
of phenomena (Ekman effect, horizontal diffusion etc.). Because the radius increase/decrease 
of cyclonic and anticyclonic vortices differs, this approach resulted in a different value for both 
types of vortices. Of course, also this different behaviour of cyclonic and anticyclonic vortices 
in a rotating fiuid can betaken into account, but until now, questions about the exact radius 
increase are still unanswered. In most studies for example, the linear Ekman theory is used. 
In this thesis, however, it is shown that a non-linear model is needed. 

For the laboratory experiments, the radii of the ( deformed) vortices are therefore determined 
during the merger process. To obtain a reliable value, the diameter of the vortices is measured 
using one velocity profile through the eentres of both vortices and one velocity profile through 
the centre of each vortex, on the line perpendicular to the line through both the vortex centres. 
The advantage of this approach is that basically only the vorticity distri bution of both vortices 
can determine the critical distance ratio. For the experiments performed, two values are found 
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for cyclonic vortices: 

Gerit = (!}__) . = 4.1 ± 0.4 
R ent 

Gerit= (!}__) . = 3.7 ± 0.4 
R ent 

A certain type of vortex has its own critica! distance ratio. A deformation of the vorticity 
distribution will therefore change the critica! distance ratio for the process of merging. The 
viscosity of the flow and the time during which viscous effects have been able to deform the 
initial vortices, therefore determine the critical value. Also the shape of the initial vortices 
will not for all experiments be identical. The influence of the deformation of the vorticity 
distribution on the process of merging is examined numerically using a two-dimensional finite 
difference method. 

In the numerical simulations it is shown that different types of vortices have different non
dimensional critical distance ratios; for Bessel vortices G(vmax) = 3.37 and for Lamb vortices 
G(vmax) = 4.15 is found. Further, it is demonstrated that fora bounded viscous 2D flow (no 
Ekman effect) a Bessel monopole has the tendency to evolve to a Lamb monopole. Also it is 
shown, that for a viscous numerical merger experiments in which initially Bessel vortices are 
used, the critical distance ratio for large initial distance ratios (dj R :::::; 5) is approximately 
equal to the Gerit of Lamb vortices. For merger experiments in a 2D viscous (no Ekman 
effect) flow, the critical distance ratio which can be found thus has a value in between the 
Gerit of Bessel and of Lamb vortices. 

The large discrepancy between the critical value for Bessel and Lamb vortices can explain a 
wide range of values of Gerit to be found in the laboratory experiments. For the sink-created 
vortices, the initial vorticity distribution can well be fitted by both types of vortices. This on 
its own, introduces a difficulty in comparing the laboratory experiments with the numerical 
simulations. Further, in the laboratory experiments, viscous effects (both horizontal ditfusion 
and the Ekman pumping effect) deform the initial vorticity distribution. This phenomenom 
introduces, as discussed, a changing critica! distance ratio. Because the critical distance ratio 
for Bessel and Lamb vortices show a large discrepancy, the deformation of the vortices can 
result in a wide range of critical distance ratios to be found for different initial distances, 
even if the initial vortices are for all cases exactly the same. These effect can explain the 
discrepancy between the critical values found for the laboratory experiments. Because both 
values are larger than the Gerit for Bessel vortices and smaller than the critical value for Lamb 
vortices, the numerical simulations are consistent with the laboratory experiments. 

Nuijten (1993) found in his laboratory experiments a critical merger distance of G(vmax) = 

4.5 ± 0.3. When this value is compared with the values found in our laboratory experiments 
and simulations we find a discrepancy. Instead of a parabolically shaped bottom, Nuijten 
used a rigid lid in his experiments to remove the effect of the free surface slope. With this 
arrangement, the Ekman effect was enhanced since there is an Ekman layer at the top of the 
flow as well as at the bottom. This larger Ekman effect results in a larger deformation of the 
vorticity distribution of the monopoles and may result in a different final vortex shape with 
an other Gerit· 

The reliability of the inaccuracy interval found by Nuijten can be doubted. In our ex
periments, the inaccuracy interval of Gerit was mainly due to the inaccuracy in determining 
the starting time of the merger process. In the experiments performed by N uijten, this same 
problem occurred. Nuijten, however, determined the time at which the merger process started 
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as the time at which the eentres start moving towards each other. Figure 4.6 shows that this 
definition of the start of the merger process is not correct; although the initial intercentroid 
separation is smaller than the critical value, the distance between the eentres initially stays 
constant. Further, Nuijten did not use the Digimage package but used streak photography 
and calculated the velocity distribution by hand. Another souree of inaccuracy in the exper
iments performed by Nuijten is the method used for determining the radius increase of both 
vortices. To correct for this time dependent radius during the merger experiments, Nuijten 
used the radius increase during a single monopole experiment. To determine this time de
pendent radius, he performed a number of single monopole experiments and calculated the 
average radius increase. Using this method again an inaccuracy is introduced; it is almost 
impossible to create two 'average' monopoles for a merger experiment using the described 
sink method. 

Inviscid numerical simulations, using the contour dynamics method, have been performed 
to investigate the origin for the existance of a critical distance ratio. Also the infiuence of 
the vorticity distribution on the value of this critical distance ratio has been investigated. In 
the streamline pattem corrected for the rotation of the two-monopole system, the so-called 
separatrices and the hyperbolic points, turned out to be very helpful for understanding the 
process of advective merging. When the initial vorticity distribution is compared with the 
shape of the separatrices, the existence of a critical value for merger can be explained and 
also the formation of spiral arms can be understood. 

With the contour dynamics model, the inviscid critical distance ratio for the process of 
merging of Bessel vortices is determined. Through trial and error, the initial vorticity distri
bution was approximated by a number of 4 vorticity patches. The critical distance ratio for 
the merger process, now obtained, is consistent with the value found with the finite difference 
method, but could not be determined accurately: 2.50 < Cmax < 2.66. When a surgery 
method is implemented in the numerical code, the critical value can be determined more 
precisely. 

In spite of its simplicity, a point vortex model remarkably shows some essential features of 
the merger process. Adveetion of passive particles results in a deformation of circular shaped 
patches, exchange of 'fiuid' between the two vortices, and the forming of spiral arms each 
consisting from particles of both vortex patches. 
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5.2 Recommendations 

Due to a lack of time, certain aspects of the merger process could not be investigated. To 
improve the understanding of the coalescence of symmetrie vortices, the process of merging 
has to be stuclied further. For future research, a number of recommendations are therefore 
given. 

• In the laboratory experiments only cyclonic vortices are used. To study the dif
ference between the merger behaviour of cyclonic and anticyclonic vortices, also 
experiments should be performed using source-created, anticyclonic vortices. 

• The critical distance ratio can not be determined accurately with the contour dy
namics method. When surgery is implemented in the numerical code, the critical 
value for inviscid merger can be determined more precisely. 

• In this thesis a linear model was used, to investigate the behaviour of the Ekman 
effect on the process of merging. Because of the large relative vorticity, compared 
to the background rotation in the laboratory experiments, however, a non-linear 
Ekman model should be implemented in the finite difference code to obtain quan
titatively relevant results for the numerical simulations. 
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Appendix A 

2D finite difference method 

To simulate the initial vorticity distribution in a viscous flow, the program NSEVOL is used, 
which is based on a 2D finite difference method. The numerical code is originally developed 
by P. Orlandi and R. Verzicco, and later extended by van Geffen. 

In this numerical code the physical domain is a rectangular grid on which the initial vorticity 
on t = 0 is given for every grid point. The distauces between the grid points are ~x and 
~y in x and y-direction, respectively. To calculate the vorticity distribution at equidistant 
timesteps tn = n~t, the incompressible two-dimensional vorticity equation (2.11) and the 
Poisson equation for the stream function (2.13), are discretised in space and time. 

By discretizing the viscous term by an implicit Crank-Nicolson scheme, and using a third
order Runge-Kutta method for which a minimum computational memory is required, the 
vorticity equation is solved using three sub-steps: 

I n 
W· ·-W· · z,J z,J 

~t 
11 I 

W· ·-W· · Z,J Z,J 

~t 

wn+l- W
11 

· 
Z,J Z,J 

~t 

with 

n 0:1 ( 1 n) -"(IJ. · +- V ·+V · z,J 2Re z,J z,J 

I n C\:2 11 I 

-("!2J. · + P2J· ·)+-(V ·+V) z,J Z,J 2Re Z,J Z,J 

" I 0:3 n+l 11 
-("!3J. · + p3J· ·)+-(V · +V ·) z,J Z,J 2Re z,J Z,J 

VI.= vn+al 
J11 = vn+al +az 

Z,J 

(A.1) 

(A.2) 

(A.3) 

The coefficients O:i, "/i and Pi are defined by the third-order Runge-Kutta method. Because 
the Crank-Nicolson scheme gives a second order approximation, the numerical scheme for 
solving the vorticity equation gives a second-order accuracy. 

The advantage of this method for solving the vorticity equation is, despite a second-order 
accuracy, a high stability limit is obtained. The stability criterion is often refered to as the 
so-called Courant number (CFL) which is defined as: 

(A.4) 

This number is a measure of the maximum number of grid cels which a fiuid partiele crosses 
during one timestep ~t. For the third order Runge-Kutta scheme, the stability limit has a 
value: CFL:S )3. When also the viscous term is taken into account, the stability limit will 
increase. In general: The stability limit will be smaller for larger Reynolds numbers. 

For solving the Poisson equation (2.13) a Fourier Analysis and Cyclic Reduction Poisson
solver is used. 
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The value of w~j at t = tn + b..t is calculated using the vorticity distri bution at the previous 
timestep tn and following three steps: 

1. The stream function is calculated for all grid points by solving the Poisson equation for 
a given boundary condition. 

2. The Jacobian Jrj is calculated for all grid points 

3. w~,j is determined for all grid points using equation (A.l). 

Finally the described steps are repeated for t = tn + a1b..t and t = tn +(al + a2)b..t. Now 
equation (A.2) and (A.3) are used, respectively. 

For a more comprehensive description the reader is refered to van Oijen (1994) 
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Appendix B 

Contour dynamics method 

B.l Mathematica! model 

In a two-dimensional incompressible, inviscid flow the vorticity equation is written as: 

aw 
at+ J(w, w) = o 

The definitions of the vorticity w and the stream function W yields: 

\72\ll = -w 

From equation (B.1) it follows that the vorticity of each fluid partiele is conserved. 

(B.1) 

(B.2) 

In contour dynamics simulations the initial vorticity distribution is approximated by a 
piecewise constant distribution. The initial vorticity configuration of a flow field can change in 
time, but the vorticity levels of the piecewise constant distri bution will be conserved according 
to equation (B.1). The stream function is calculated from the vorticity distri bution using 
Poisson's equation (B.2). Solving this equation we formally get (see e.g. Vosbeek (1993), 
Dritschel (1989)): 

w(x,t) =-Ji G(x;x')w(x',t)dx'dif t 2:: 0. (B.3) 

Here G(x; x') = 2~ ln fix- i'fl is the Green's function for the two-dimensional plane. The 
veloeities û(x) are now obtained by: 

ü(x, t) V' x (wëz) 

-ëz X W 

ëz x j i V' xG(x; x')w(x', t)dx' di/ 

ëz x j i (-V' x' )G(x; x')w(x', t)dx' di/ 

With the piecewise constant vorticity distribution this becomes: 

M 

û(x,t) =- L wm j 1 ëz x Y'x'G(x;x')w(x',t)dx'di/ 
m=l Grn(t) 

According to Stokes' theorem for a scalar field we get 

M 

- L Wm r G(x, x')tds ü(x, t) = 
m=l lacrn(t) 

M 

- L Wm 1 G(x, x')tds 
m=l Crn(t) 
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Here Wm is defined as Wm := Wm- Wm-1, m = 2, ... ,Mand w1 := WI 
Expression (B.6) is the most important equation for the contour dynamics. This equation 

gives the velocity at each point in A. Since the motion of the vortex patches is fully determined 
by the motion of the contours, we are only interested in the velocity at positions on these 
contours. The time evolution of the contours is calculated by time integration of the velocity 
at a finite number of points on the contours. 

B.2 Evolution of the contours 

To simulate the initial vorticity distribution in a non-viseaus flow using the contour dynamics 
method, the program CDEVOL is used. The numerical code is developed by Vosbeek (1993) 
and is based on the equations of the previous section. 

In the numerical code, the contours are approximated by linear segments between a finite 
number of nodes. The contour integrals mentioned in the previous section are approximated 
by integrating Green's function over all linear elements on these contours. Therefore the 
position on the elements is parameterized by 

:i(Ç) = ~ ((1- Ç):il + (1 + Ç):i2) (B.7) 

where the parameterization is chosen in such a way that :i( Ç = -1) = :i1 and :i( Ç = + 1) = :i2 . 

If there are Nm elements emon contour Cm at a timet, the velocity at a node Xkz on a contour 
ck can be written as: 

Using the parameterization (B.7), the integral over an element emn can be written as: 

f G(xkz, x')ids 
Jemn 

where 11 d~~Ç) 11 

and 

yielding 

/_

1

1 
G(:ikzi ~ ((1- Ç):imn + (1 + Ç):imn+I)) 11 d~~Ç) 11 tdÇ, 

~ ll:imn+l - Xmn 11 

Xmn+l - Xmn 
ll:imn+l - Xmnll 

(B.8) 

When Xkz is a node of the element emn, this integral is evaluated analytically. In the other 
cases the integral can be calculated using Gaussian quadrature. For a more comprehensive 
description the reader is refered to Vosbeek (1993). 

The Gaussian quadrature methad causes problems when the distance between Xkz and 
element emn is very small sirree the natural logarithm is singular at 11 · 11 equal to zero. In 
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simulations of the merger process, the distance between the contours defining the vorticity 
distribution of both monopoles becomes very small. The chance of the natural logarithm 
becoming singular therefore increases significantly. 

To be able to use the contour dynamics method for simulating the merger process, a sub
routine is implemented in the numerical code which evaluates the integral of equation (B.8) 
analytically or by using Taylor expansions when Xkl is close to emn· This subroutine is devel
oped with the help of P. Vosbeek and is treated in the next section. 

B.3 Green's integral using Taylor expansions 

lvl 

--·---···--·-----,-----------~'-.. 
---- : Xmn :X( a) :•-·--·-·· ·I~ 

I (II2){1+1X)h I (112){1-a)h 

h 

Figure B 1: Definition of the parameters for solving Green 's integral analytically. 

To solve Green's integral analytically, Xkl is written as: 

xkl = (1 + a)xnm + (1- a)xnm+l + v (B.9) 

with v the vector indicating the distance between the element emn and Xkl· For the cases 
a= -1 and a= 1, this thus yields Xkl(a = -1) = Xnm +V and Xkl(a = 1) = Xnm+l + v, 
respectively. Since vis perpendicular to (Xnm- Xnm+l), the Green integral can be written as: 

(B.10) 

When llvll is smalland -1.1 <a< 1.1, integral (B.10) is solved analytically insteadof using 
Gaussian quadrature. For convenience the same integral without the llvll-therm is subtracted: 

(B.ll) 

When this equation is evaluated at llvll ~ 1 or at a close to 1 or -1, errors occur because the 
terms between brackets in equation (B.ll) are singular at llvll = 0 and a = ±1. Equation 
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(B.ll) can be evalutated analytically but because of the finite accuracy of a computer the 
equation is Taylor-expanded for llvll « 1 and when a is close to 1 or -1. 

For the case h(li~la) « 1 and hä11a) « 1 this yields: 

~:::,.1 = llvll 2 
+ llvll2 

+ 27rllvll _ 2llvll2 (-1- + _1_) = 
h2(1-a) h2(1+a) h h2 1-a 1+a 

(B.12) 

27rllvll _ ~ (-1- + _1_) + 0 (~)
4 

h h2 1 - a 1 +a h 
(B.13) 

Here use is made of the identity: arctan (a) + arctau ( ~) - i. In this case, in figure B 1 

the angles a 1 and a2 are both close to 1r /2. This same kind of approximation is used when 

a < -1 and I h(11~1a) I « 1. In this case however a1 :::::: -7r /2 and a2 :::::: 1r /2. 

N ow we want to investigate the behaviour of the integral near a= 1. For the case h(li~la) ~ 1 
the approximation yields: 

~:::,. 1 = llvll2 
2(1 _ ) ln llvll 1rllvll 2llvll [h(1- a) _ h

3
(1- a)

3
] 

h2(1 +a) + a h(1 -a) + h + h llvll 5llvll 3 (B.14) 

Neglecting third-order terms this yields: 

~:::,.1 = llvll2 
+ 1rllvll + 2(1 _ a)(1 + ln llvll ) 

h2(1 +a) h h(1- a) 
(B.15) 

N ow the integral still has a singularity for a= 1. This can be solved by an approximation for 
a very close to 1: 

~:::,. 1 = llvll 2 + 1rllvll 
h2(1 +a) h 

(B.16) 

These same approximations hold near a = -1, but now a has to be replaced by -a. 
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subroutine epsint(normv,alfan,h1,a) 

c-----This routine calculates the integral of the Green-function for the 
c-----case normv<eps and -1.1<= alfan <=1.1. 

real*8 a,aO,b,h1,normv,alfan,pi,alfa 
data pi/3.141592653589793d0/ 

c write(*,*) normv,alfan,h1 
alfa=2.dO*(alfan-0.5d0) 
if ((dabs(1.d0-alfa).ge.1.d-10).and.(dabs(1.d0+ 

+ alfa).ge.1d-10)) then 
a0=(1.d0-alfa)*dlog(h1*h1*(1.d0-alfa)*(1.d0-alfa)) + 

+ (1.dO+alfa)*dlog(h1*h1*(1.dO+alfa)*(1.dO+alfa))-4.dO 
el se 

a0=-4.d0+2.dO*dlog(h1*h1*4.dO) 
endif 

c-----The case alfa is equal to -1 or 1 
if ((dabs(alfa+1.dO).lt.1.d-10).or. 

+ (dabs(alfa-1.dO).lt.1.d-10)) then 
a=aO+(normv*normv)/(2.dO*h1*h1)+pi*normv/h1 

c-----alfa < 0: 
elseif (alfa.lt.OdO) then 

b=normv/((1.dO+alfa)*h1) 

c-----b<0.1d-7 and -1<alfa<1: 
if ((b.lt.0.1d-6).and.(dabs(alfa).lt.1.d0)) then 

a=a0+(2.dO*normv*pi)/h1 - ((normv*normv)/(h1*h1))*(1.d0/ 
+ (1.dO-alfa)+1.d0/(1.dO+alfa)) 

c-----0.1d-7<lbl<1000: 
elseif ((abs(b).ge.0.1d-7).and.(abs(b).lt.1000.d0)) then 

a=a0+(1.d0-alfa)*dlog(1.d0+normv*normv/(h1*h1*(1.d0-alfa)* 
+ (1.dO-alfa)))+(1.dO+alfa)*dlog(1.dO+(b*b)) + 
+ (2.d0*normv/h1)*datan(h1*(1.d0-alfa)/normv) + 
+ (2.d0*normv/h1)*datan(1.d0/b) 

c-----lbl>1000: 
elseif (dabs(b).ge.1000.d0) then 

a=aO+(normv*normv)/(h1*h1*(1.dO-alfa)) + pi*normv/h1 + 
+ 2.d0*(1.dO+alfa)*(1.dO+dlog(dabs(b))) 

e-----b is negative and lbi<0.1d-7: 
elseif ((b.lt.O.d0).and.(dabs(b).le.0.1d-7)) then 

a=aO- ((normv*normv)/(h1*h1))*(1.d0/(1.d0-alfa)+1.d0/(1.d0+ 
+ alfa)) 
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endif 

c-----The next looks the same as the first half with the exception 
c-----that alfa>O 

elseif (alfa.ge.O.dO) then 
b=normv/((1.d0-alfa)*h1) 

c-----b<O.id-7 and -1<alfa<1: 
if ((b.lt.0.1d-7).and.(dabs(alfa).lt.1.d0)) then 

a=a0+(2.dO*normv*pi)/h1- ((normv*normv)/(h1*h1))*(1.d0/(1.d0-
+ alfa)+1.d0/(1.d0+alfa)) 

c-----0.1d-7<lbl<1000: 
elseif ((dabs(b).ge.0.1d-7).and.(dabs(b).lt.1000d0)) then 

a=a0+(1.dO+alfa)*dlog(1.dO+normv*normv/(h1*h1*(1.dO+alfa)* 
+ (1.dO+alfa)))+(1.d0-alfa)*dlog(1.dO+(b*b)) + 
+ (2.dO*normv/h1)*datan(h1*(1.dO+alfa)/normv) + 
+ (2.d0*normv/h1)*datan(1.d0/b) 

c-----lbl>1000: 
elseif (dabs(b).ge.1000d0) then 

a=aO+(normv*normv)/(h1*h1*(1.dO+alfa)) + pi*normv/h1 + 2.d0* 
+ (1.d0-alfa)*(1.dO+dlog(dabs(b))) 

e-----b is negative and lbi<0.1d-7: 
elseif ((b.lt.O.dO).and.(dabs(b).le.O.id-7)) then 

a=aO- ((normv*normv)/(h1*h1))*(1.d0/(1.d0-alfa)+1.d0/(1.d0+ 
+ alfa)) 

endif 
endif 

a=0.25dO*a 
end 
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Influence of the sicle-wall effects on the flow 

To study the influence of the boundary conditions on a viscous flow, a monopole with 1* = 2.0 
and Rmax = 1.0 was put in the centre of the flow domain defined by the bounding box: (-10,-
10) ; (10,10). The Reynolds number of the simulated flow is equal to Re = 273. In figure Cl 
the vorticity profiles through the centre of the vortices is shown for t = 0, t = 300, t = 600 
and t = 900, respectively. In figure Cl(a) free-slip boundary conditions are used and in Cl(b) 
no-slip boundary conditions are used. For both cases a Bessel monopole is used to initialize 
the flow. 
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-2 0 2 
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4 

Figure Cl( a) & (b): Profiles of the vorticity distribution compared for free-slip 
(a) and no-slip (b) boundary conditions (Re= 273). 
Initial vortex: Bessel vortex, 1* = 2.0, Rmax = 1, v = 10-3 . 

For both cases, the amplitude of the vorticity at t = 900 is Wmax = 0.16277. Thus within the 
accuracy of the program, the vorticity in the centre of the monopole is equal for no-slip and 
free-slip boundary conditions. 

For the case of a free-slip boundary condition, the radius at t = 900 is equal to R1;e = 
1.97811. In the case of a no-slip boundary condition this radius is has a value R 1;e = 1.97857. 
The radius for the case of no-slip and free-slip boundary conditions thus differs 0.023% at 
t = 900. 

In figure C2, the vorticity distribution at t = 900 is compared for the cases of free-slip and 
no-slip boundary conditions. In Cl(a) & (b), only a part of the entire flow domain is shown. 
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Figure C2(a) & (b): Vorticity distribution compared for free-slip (a) and no-slip (b) 
boundary conditions at t = 900; Re= 273. 
Initia] vort ex: Bessel vort ex, 1* = 2.0, Rmax = 1, v = 10-3 . 

From figure Cl(a) & (b) and C2(a) & (b) the condusion can be drawn that for the cases 
stuclied in this report, the flow in the centre of the flow domain is hardly affected by side wall 
effects. Accordingly is allowed to compare the numerical simulations discussed in this thesis, 
while the boundary conditions are left out of consideration. 
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Effect of air friction on a rotating tank 
experiment 

In the rotating tank experiments, the vorticity of the interior flow is determined by using the 
veloeities of particles ftoating on the ftuid surface. The veloeities of these particles are however 
affected by a layer of air intedering with the underlying ftuid by several mechanisms, such 
as evaporative cooling, surface tension and friction. In this appendix the effect of friction is 
assessed using a model of a two-layer ftuid which was stuclied by van de Konijnenberg (1995). 
In our case we are interested in the case with the air at some distance above the rotating 
ftuid, except in the boundary layer, at rest (see Figure Dl) . 

air 

.. ~· 
1: Q 
' 
' 
' 
' 
' 
i C.Oo, 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ z=O 

water 

' 
' 
' 

------------------ --------+------ --------------------- z=-H 

Figure Dl: Schematic representation of the two-layer problem, with the three 
Ekman layers represented by dasbed lines. 

In this model the effects of linear Ekman pumping (Ro « 1) in the three Ekman layers is 
taken into account: one at the bottorn ofthe rotating tank (z = -H) and two on the interface 
(z = 0). The air above the rotating tank is assumed to be at rest and thus has a relative 
vorticity of w2 = -20 in the corotating frame. 

Application of the linear pumping law (2.60) derived in chapter 2 provides the vertical 
veloeities just outside the Ekman layers: 

w2(o+) lfJ - -(-20- wo) 
2 o (D.l) 

WI(O-) l[!J - -(wo- wi) 
2 o (D.2) 

WI( -H) ~{!Jw1 
2 o (D.3) 
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Appendix D. Effect of air friction on a rotating tank experiment 

Now the velocity fieldsin the two Ekman layers adjacent to z = 0 can be determined. The two 
adjacent Ekman layers at z = 0 are coupled. By imposing shear continuity at the boundary 
between the two media: 

aa1 I aa2l f/1- - f/2-az o+ - az o-' 

after manipulation, the vorticity on top of the fluid can now be determined: 

with p a material parameter: 

W1- 2p0, 
wo= 

p+1 

(D.4) 

(D.5) 

(D.6) 

If medium 1 is water and medium 2 is air, p = 4.6 · 10-3 and w0 can be calculated when the 
relative vorticity in the interior of the fluid (w1) is known. 

For cyclonic vortices with a typical relative vorticity of w1 = 1s-1 and n = 0.69 rad·s-1 , 

the vorticity on the boundary thus becomes w0 = 1.0017s-1 . For the case of zero relative 
vorticity the measured vorticity according to this model will be wo = -0.0063s- 1 . 

In the laboratory experiments, the Rossby number has a typical value of Ro~ 1. The linear 
Ekman pumping effect, however, is deduced for Ro <R: 1. Van de Konijnenberg (1995) has 
shown that for Ro = 0(1) the linear theory gives the correct magnitude. Therefore, the 
calculated values of wo will still give a good estimation. 

According to this simple model, the vorticity determined with the floating particles agrees 
well with the vorticity in the interior flow. It is therefore allowed to determine the vorticity 
distribution in the interior flow by using the velocity-fields of the floating particles. 
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Appendix E 

An example of a non-symmetrie merger 
experiment 

In most laboratory experiments, the vortices were not identical and no symmetrie coalescence 
occurred. In figure El an example of such an experiment is shown. In real two-dimensional 
turbulent flows, this kind of unequal merger is expected to be much more common than the 
symmetrie merger event stuclied in the thesis. 

Figure El: Merging of non-identical vortices visualized with different colors. 
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Appendix E. An example of a non-symmetrie merger experiment 

In figure El, initially the vortices co-rotate around each other without significant deforma
tions. At t = 90s, the weaker vortex has become pear-shaped with the sharp end pointing 
towards the stronger vort ex. Aft er the cusp is formed, a thin filament develops ( t = 90s) and 
wraps around the other stronger vortex (t = 120s). During this process the stronger vortex 
hardly deforms. Eventually, an elliptically-shaped compound core appears ( t = 150s) with 
fluid originating from both initial vortices. Also the ejected vortex arms contain fluid from 
both original vortices (t = 150s). 

The processof two-dimensional asymmetrie vortex merger has been investigated numerically 
by Meiander et. al. (1987b) and Yasuda & Flierl (1995). They determined the evolution of a 
weak and a stronger vortex with a certain initial intercentraid separation. Their results are 
very similar to the laboratory experiment. They found that within a certain critical distance, 
the weak vortex wrapped around the stronger vortex, eventually forming an elliptically shaped 
compound core as well as the filamentary external structure. 
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List of Symbols 

n 

0 
p 
p 

r 

R 
Rcrit 

Re 
Ro 
Rp 
R(vmax) 
Rlje 
Ro.l 

Ro.o1 
R 
t 

Td 
TE 
/}.t 

u 

u 
V 

Vmax 
V 
V rad 

ve 
w 

w= 
x 
y 
z 

integer 
order of magnitude 
pressure 
reduced pressure 
radial coordinate 
radius 
critical radius for merger 
Reynolds number 
Rossby number 
radius of vorticity patch 
radius where extreme velocity is reached 
radius where vorticity reaches its 1/e-value 
radius where vorticity reaches its 0.1-value 
radius where vorticity reaches its 0.01-value 
Rossby deformation radius 
time 
horizontal diffusion e-folding time 
Ekman time 
time step 
velocity component in the x-direction 
magnitude of the velocity 
velocity component in the y-direction 
velocity vector 
maximum velocity 
enstrophy 
radial velocity 
azimuthal velocity 
velocity component in the z-direction 
vertical velocity in top of Ekman layer 
cartesian x-coordinate 
cartesian y-coordinate 
cartesian z-coordinate 
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